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e s-PDP-8 computer theft forces
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Phi Mu Delta reorganization

By Steve Carhart
Apprehension expressed in many
quarters concening the success of
the new format of Residence Orientation Week proved unfounded,
as pledging totals passed 350 Sunday afternoon.
Although the combination of
academic and residence orientation which- was attempted this

rebuilding the fraternity.
By Reid Ashe
An August 11 raid by the
Two brothers were involved in
netted the theft of Institute property,
stolen Institute property reported- and the theft "was not generally
ly valued in excess of $25,000 has known"' in the house, according
led to drastic re-organization of to Kotch. Asked if he could verify
Phi'Mu Delta, the fraternity from the rumor that typewriters,
which the stolen property was oscilloscopes, and a PDP-8 computer had been among the stolen
recovered.
Mike Kotch '71, house presi- property, Kotcbi said he was
dent, explained in a Thursday "fairly sure that that was among
evening interview that Phi Mu the list."
$10,000 computer
Delta would seek to shed its
Assistant to the Dean of
former image as a "head house"
and to establish for itself a new Student Affairs Richard A. Sorenreputation as a "strong and striv- son said in an interview yesterday
that the PDP-8 computer, which
ing fraternity."
All but seven of the active was valued at $10,000, was the
brothers of Phi Mu Delta moved first item stolen about one year
out of the house, presumably per- ago. Much of the other equipment
manently because of the summer's was taken for the purpose of
incident. Kotch said that those making the computer operational,
who were left were brothers who according to Sorenson.
had not contributed to the
The computer ran from time to
house's former image, and who time, but never very efficiently. It
(Please turn to page 11)
were willing to take on the task of
Campus -Patrol

year due to the Jewish Holidays
last weekend -did not affect the
final outcome, IFC Chairman
George Katsiaficas '70 predicted
that residence and academic orientation programs will be separated
in the future.
Katsiaficas added that the newly-instituted Moratorium on rush-.
ing was generally well-received,
and that the lower level of rush
activity which threw many frater- they are far more progressive than There was some feeling that the
nities into a state of panic was due those elsewhere.
freshmen were able to make their
The fraternity system begins living group choices under less
to the simultaneous occurrence of
academic orientation, rather than the year with some houses in pressure and that the choices
any disastrous lack of interest in serious financial trouble and vari- would be correspondingly better.
fraternities on the part of the ous other difficulties. In some. 'Fraternities, however, expressed
quarters of the administration, the frustration as freshmen spent
freshmen.
In evaluating'the -overall rush opinion has been expressed that much more -time in dormitories
effort, Katsiaficas commented the next few years will be crucial and in Boston than has been
that it was much cleaner than in for the fraternity system, both in typical in the past, thus greatly
the past, and that houses were determining whether fraternities increasing the uncertainties of
much nmore open with freshmen are viable economic entities, and rushirng from the fraternities'
than they had been in previous whether they offer a life style point of view.
years. However, he explained, the which will continue to interest
The newly-formed colony of Pi
image of fraternities onra nation- succeeding classes.
Kappa Alpha, rushing for the first
wide basis i's going down, and MIT
This year's attempt to combine time, had ten pledges by late
fraternities have had to devote Residence Week with Orientation Friday and will be definitely opermuch effort to convincing that Week produced mixed results. ational as a living group first term.
v.

which

Council blocks city-wide -vote

on Cambridge rent ceiling law
By Robert Dennis
After a hectic summer that
began with a peaceful vigil and
ended with a violent confrontation, the outlook for rent control
in Cambridge remains clouded.

Splintered SDS sketches year's plans
Cambridge expansion RL attacks war research
I MITs
target for regular SDS action A
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bver 125 people attended the organizational meeting of the Rosa
Luxemburg SDS. Leaders reported that ab out 40 fresh 40 frosh
Photo by Joe Kashi
Leaders ot tne MIT SDS outline university property holdings in expressed interest in joining
ICambridge... The group plans to circulate a petition against MIT
By Greg Bernhardt'
group on campus, questioned the
Iexpansion
Photo by Joe Kashi
I

7

By Joseph Kashi
In its first political action of
the year, the MIT chapter of SDS
will circulate a petition opposing
MIT's. further ,expansion into
Cambridge.
This action came as a result of
discussion of the nature of SDS
and the. issues with -which it
should be concerned. An unusually large crowd of about '150
sympathizers and curious spectators attended the Tuesday meeting, the first of the semester. The
large size of the crowd surprised
even Steve Becconeo, an MIT
graduate student and one of the
initial orgainzers of the SDS faction which includes many supporters of the Worker-Student Al-

$.05

Speaking on behalf of the new- need for two groups. While the

liance. He tried unsuccessfully to ly-formed Rosa Luxemburg Stu- impact of the R-L SDS's positions

move the meeting to a number of
larger conference rooms, but each
of the rooms had already been
reserved by other activities.
Simplex purchase opposed
MIT's acquisition of the Simplex Wire and Cable Company's
land in Cambridge stimulated the
greatest amount of discussion.
SDS charges that MIT actively
encouraged the sale by offering
Simplex $21 million to vacate its
plant. SDS mermbers maintain that
Cambridge would tulrn into a highpriced technologicaly-based city
within ten yeatS, and that MIT
and Harvard are promoting this
evolution. The accompanying rent
(Please turn to page 7)

dents for 'a Democratic Society,
UAP Michael Albert stated the
group's intentions to act against
MIT war research until "the cost
of keeping it is higher than the
cost of ending it."
The remarks were made at an
organizational meeting of the R-I
SDS held Thursday evening in the
Student Center. Over 125 people
attended the session at which the
purpose of the campus's second
SDS group was explained.
The ideological disputes that
split the national Students for a
Democratic Society into two
camps this summer at Chicago
surfaced at the meeting as members of the MIT SDS, the first

on the nori-SDS persons in attendance appeared weakened the arguments remained peaceful.
Radical coalition
R-L SDS is presently a collection of about 30' students, many
of whom have been active in last
year's Sanctuary, MIT Resistance,
and the student government. A
handout described the group as "a
collection of people who work
together to fight imperialism,. racism, male chauvinism and male
supremacy, and the exploitation
of working people everywhere."
However, spokesmen for the
R-L SDS made it clear early in the
(Please turn to page 7)

Pending an appeal currently in
court, the City Council refused
Monday night to direct the Election Commission to reverse its
previous action and to allow the
rent controlquestion to appear on
the November ballot.
Massachusetts Attorney
General Robert H. Quinn had
apparently paved the way for the
ordinance to appear on the ballot
when he ruled September 12'that
the state's cities and towns have
the right and power to impose
-rent controls through ordinances
and bylaws. While reserving the
right to challenge any ordinance
that might be deemed unfair, his
ruling declared: "Certainly no one
can deny that very grave housing
emergencies exist in many of our
municipalities, particularly for
persons of low and modest income. The recently adopted home
rule amendment to the Massachusetts constitution allows any city
or town to do through ordinance
or by-law applicable to that community what the Legislature may
properly enact for the whole commonwealth."
Attorney General decides
The Attorney General's ruling
came one day after 41 members of
the Cambridge Peace and Freedom Party, the group that initiated the rent control referendum
campaign, were arrested after a
violent skirmish with the police
outside the Municipal Building.
Shouting "On the ballot!". the
group was protesting the Election
Commissioners' previous ruling
that the ordinance should not
appear on the ballot.
That ruling had been based on
a controversial opinion by City
Solicitor Philip M. Cronin. Although many charged that the
Solicitor was exceeding his
authority and that any doubts
about the legality of the ordinance should be resolved after its
enactment, Mr. Cronin declared
that the proposed ordinance was
'"unconstitutional and illegal" and
therefore should not appear on
the ballot.
(Please turn to page 3)
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(The Tech Coop is-Your store is you're a member of the Harvard
Cooperative Society. You benefit two ways: With low prices and
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for your courses is here and waiting. Things like
textbooks, typewriters (to buy or rent), stationery, pens and pencils,
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Everything to make your rooms decorative And comfortable is ready
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even made-to-measure suits. And the
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for your clothing repertoire has been anticipated: Slacks
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Everything for fun and games is in our Book and Record department.
'..::.-Thousands of the latest records, tapes,' books (and paperbacks), art

prints, games, sports equipment, plus cameras and film.
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local anti-poverty agency) was placards decrying the continuing
twice defeated by the City Coun- upward spiral of rents and attackThe Solicitor had asserted that cil.
First effort
ing the action of the City Council,
"before a municipality can legally
the protest was highlighted by a
The
first
vote
had
been
on
adopt rent control, it must deJune 30 when, despite a detailed black coffin placed on the front
monstrate by expert investigation
critique presented by Assistant to steps with the inscription that
which is rational, detailed, and the City Manager for Community began, "Here lie the people of
impartial that there is in fact in
Development, Justin Gray, who Cambridge." Besides of passing
the community a public
supported the ordinance, the City spectators, the number of citizens
amergency of such great magniCouncil defeated the bill on a 5-4 at the vigil seldom exceeded fifty.
tude that drastic exercise of the
The vigil continued for three
police power is required to assure vote. Councillor (and MIT Profesweeks and disbanded after the
sor
of
Humanities)
Thomas
iMetesrf the city's irhitam."
Mahoney joined Councillors City Council, after agreeing to
Mr. Cronin added that without
reconsider their earlier action,
such an investigation, rent control Cornelia Wheeler, Barbari Acker- once again
defeated the rent conwould be a "deprivation of pro- mann, and Alfred Vellucci in the trol ordinance-on a vote identiaffirmative column.
perty" since rising rents are largeImmediately after this vote, cal to the f, st. This action
ly a reflection of the inflation that
Louis Agneta, Chairman of the aroused the wrath of the many
is rampant in our national econoHousing Convention. arose and citizens in attendance andseveral
my. He also questioned the ordiseverely reprimanded the Council of the negative-voting councillors
nance' order that the City Counfor its apparent indifference to had to be escorted to their cars by
cil appropriate -$150,000 for the
the plight of the city's low-income police after the hectic session.
initial administration of rent conSullivan's reply
and elderly citizens. The orevious
trol; he declared that only the
Meanwhile,
City Manager
I
City
Manager can authorize appro- week, the Council had voted James L. Sullivan has also
down the controversial "apapriations and'that the City Counrtment stuffing" ordinance which responded to the housing crisis. A
cil can reduce but not add to the
would have limited to two the staunch opponent of rent control,
Manager's budget.
The legal haggling occured number of unrelated persons per- he proposed a Rent Stabilization
several weeks after the Rent- Con- mitted to live in an apartment. Board immediately after the
I
trol
Referendum Campaign had The bill's proponents had insisted Council's initial defeat of the
submitted its petition of . signa- that this ordinance would allow Housing Convention's bill. Since it
I
tures
to the City Clerk. This was the poor and elderly to better would have placed most of the
4I
actually
the second rent control compete against students for burden for adjustment on the
tenants, this proposal was quickly
I
effort
of the summer, since a apartments.
labeled a "hoax" by rent control
Convention's
vigil
II
similarly-conceived
bill authored
The following week, on July 7, supporters and was never brought
I
by
the Cambridge Housing ConI
vention
(a citizens group organ- the Housing Convention began a to a Council vote.
The Manager's latest proposal
outside
City Hall.I Along
with
i
ized
a year ago bv the CEOC. the_ vigil
I
-a
--_
I
calls
for a new Housing DepartI
Iment which would involve a reorganization of the, city agencies
involved in housing and which
would have a board which would
hear complaints against rents. On
IMust sacrifice from estate fine lot of reconditioned' typewriters I September 8, the City Council
including Royal manual, Underwood portable, fine Electric desk sent this proposal back to Mr.
iImodels, Smith-Carona portable electrics from $24.00. Also, a Norelco Sullivan for further work.
Controversy is sure to ensue
Icassette tape recorder only $58.00 & a Norelco shaver $6.00. Priv. I
after
Monday night's release of
Ihome. 527-0311.
the progress report of the City
Manager's Task Force on Housing:
The Task Force was formed in
March for the ostensible reason'of
achieving co-ordination among the
several city agencies involved in
I
housing
and the universities.
Task Force on Housing
A small sub-group from the task
force has actually done all the
substantive work that formed the
basis for the report and its
recommendations. In compiling a,
list of four primary sites that
would be physically--and hopefully politically-suitable for new
subsidized. housing, the group
called for the use of an industrialized housing system on three- of
The Justrite pen by
the sites in an effort to reduce
Eberhard Faber is a great
construction costs to comply with
writer. Writes more and
federal
construction cost limitawrites better, without
blotting, smearing or
tions.
glopping. Because the
point is a slick
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carbide ball.
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Legal haggling, residents' vigil
markcity rent control debate
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Where we're at

Letters

.

._

to
the-

The freshmen- who have just arrived on campus will shortly
discover (if they haven't already) that they will have to face up to
True, most houses are in the process given house can as a group demand-i
Freshmen indignities
some issues bigger than weekly problem sets.
of reforming, but the.basic phildsophy
.'
~~~~~To
.that a pledge is a lowly neophyte is still waot.he ouesin
eres
thmen at maIT
This year's freshmen are entering an institution which is .....
desparatego the
the editor:
thr
retained
,to>
varying
degrees.
This
is
majority
of
those
living
in, they cai
ly struggling with the problems of individual- and institutional guilt, Weeks and being a member of a frater- made especially apparent by looking at
simply
take
over.
l
don't
enoughi
responsibility, and inability to affect an increasingly complex and nity, I have seen and heard of many the fundamental motivation behind 'confidence in {he freshmenhave
at MITrtoj
interdependent society. The Institute and individual members of the indignities being impressed upon fesh- Hell Week. It is the culminationof the think that they would do -any of theJ
indignities in that the freshmen is put above (especially those who joined the 1
MIT community are attempting to address these problems, particular- effective members of a lIving group.
down as low as possible, such that at
houses in the first place), but {
ly in relation to the continuing war in Vietnam and MIT complicity in One of the most obvious absurdities ihitiation 'the status of brother will offending
it would be nice.
the apparent militarization of this country.
is that freshmen ae not given any say seem all the more desirable.
This -letter could be circulated to0
for a term on any house policy, includA further factor-the IFC was in every freshman (which I will try to
These issues are tremendously complex. Many agree on goals, but ing strictly financil -matters-at the charge
of designing Rush Week; the do). The General Assembly, which I1
there is disagreement on tactics.
same time they pay a full bill.
prime factor considered by those there believe the IFC in theory reports to,
To date, progress in dealing with Vietnam, MIT'a relationship with Another wide-spread absudity (fraternity presidents) was the interests could ban certain practices, but it has
.
.has been agonizingly
.. s slow.
< -~~~~~~~~~i
that is not
bad
disenfranchise- of their own house. In a conversation no effective enforcement powers.
the government., and, racism
As student thatist
as as
bad as
as
dinfr
anc
agonizigly
slw. As
ment is that
freshmen
do in very many
with Richlrd Sorenson, Assistant Dean Freshmen, as individuals, can report
frustration and dissatisfaction with the status quo increases, there is a houses almost all the cleaning and for Student Affairs. I found -that he indignities to the Dean for
StudentAffairs office. Fraternity brothers can _
tendency to seek easy -answers. At present, there are two main waiting Trueoverfetyearseveryone concurred with this opinion.
To me one fact is blatantly obvious: as a group stop what they are doing. gpositions which gain adherents as student frustrations increase.
does equa
man
year iswork;ut
about Mefirst
worsttemeshtime to the freedom given the IFC and indivi- 'The Dean for Student Affairs office i
One is the position that revolution is the only solution. We must give students added responsibilities. dual fraternities in organizing and po- can circulate to all undergraduates aE
throw away what we have and start from scratch. Those who Support Further, this policy reinforces the fact licing, Rush Week and pledging, has list of undesirable practices, with the E
.
~~~~~~~~~~~~that freshmen are not equal membersI been outrageously misused.
IFC deciding whether to adopt the list E
this point of view admit that many
people are reluctant to give up of a fraternity
There has been no move in the past as IFC policy; in.-any case freshmen'{
those comforts which they already have. We would go farther and The above two situations are not and from all indications there will be will have been told what they can E
point out that a majority of the citizens in this country-would feel expressly formulated by anyone but none in the future to remedy this exect. Maybe the Freshman Council~
.
.
~~~~~~~~~~sort of go with the system. Besides
I am aware that George cn actually do something; I'm doubt- E
threatened by a potential revolution.
Revolutions are not possible these there are many houses that ex- situation.
Katsiaficas, IFC' President and Pete ful however, because many ofits memo
.
when a majority is prepared to support violent repression of a pressly designed various indignities-' Kramer, SAM representative, among bers are budding student politicians i
minority demanding its right, however just those demands may be
pledge quizzes, line-ups, answering tele- cothers would like to change this situa- Finally, freshmen can also refuse to ,
'phones, pledge assignments, requiredt tion, but they are apparently power- pay housebills until they are given their ,

At the other extreme are those whose world view consists of an attendance at parties, strong pressure 1less.

rights.

.
incredibly naive combination of Adam Smith economics, Ayn Rand to join certain activities and freshmen
Freshmen as individuals are relativeWhat should MIT's policy be toward E
philosophy, and eighth grade American history. Those who contend behi.g required to have change and ly p5owerless to protect themselves; the this iatter? In theory it is desirable
on them at all times. L.uckily,c only lever that has been used by that students through their elected
. possible
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~matches
that we live in the best . of all
worlds worlds and that good most houses
have stoppedany physical freshmen
is depledging which is rela- representatives should
housideas will win out if they are- spoken softly are generally individuals -hazing, but these psychological subter- ttively ineffective, if only one or two ing policies. The IFC determine
does this for
who haven't tried to make'any major constructive changes in' the way fluges are at least as bad.
individuals are involved. Freshmen in a fraternities but the IFC has absolutely
,(Please turn to page 15}
the Institute or our society is run. If one is prepared to take things as
F
they are given, it is very convenient to assume that the system
.[ME
responds adequately to the dreams and ideas ot those who seek to
d
move forward.
I¢
g
or
We must realize that we are in a situation in which-there are no
.4.i
·
easy answers, no quick and dirty solutions to' the problems we face.
By Harey Baker
as a result be more competitive, counted in with! the previously:
At the same time, complacency has never been more dangerous. If it is
No one, it seems, is ever happy and hence volume would increase. mentioned store profits anyway. w
iinpossible for students to maintain a militant activism, critically with the Cob. WAnd i
eednNon-Coop members would also- With competitive prices, increased
shop here, although · the principle volume, outside patronage, and _
evaluating the failures of our society, without succumbing to i an evhr sge'shruld "patron
patrons would still be Harvard- free membership, the Coop could
isitte, refnd,
closed-minded master formulas for saving the world, there is little
' ,, erSrinking "pieandtextage
MIT
students. (The Coop esti- become a truly communtiy store.,
hopefor the nation orthe world.
-rfnnrgpcs
et
hopefrte o. ·books that are in as manynas eight,
Further' benefits could be real-l
If we adopt this philosophy, then, what-action options arbpen? eitions each of whose cost in- mates that over 8p% of all sales
this past year were made-to Coop ized; too. With the Coop'st prices .
In the coming term, we hope to provide some concrete answers to this creases successively with the nummembers anyway.) With increas- set at a level that would just about
most pressing question.
ber of the edition in question, ing volume, prices could be cut
break even, it would no longer
major reforms are indicated. st ill further. Better relations make a taxpaying profit. ProviA whole new philosoplhy be- would exist between the Coop sions: could be entered in the t
hind the operation of the Coop and her members. In the future, by-laws to the effect that if any {
Richard Nixon's latest non-attempt to'end the Vietnam war is so seems to suggest itself to this perhaps that $1 fee for the fight profit were made. (though it %
:S
obviously a desperate attempt to silence domestic criticism while the column as a solution to many-of to join the Coop could be elimi- would be small), this money
war continues that it hardly seems necessary to say so. However, just the Coop's problems. Simply put, nated; as the approximately would be given to a charity of the
in case you didn't notice:
it is centered in the elimination of $70,000 accrued from this is not
{Please turn to page i2}
aE
w
-The 35,000 troops whose withdrawal he announced will not leave. the patronag refund and a con"
until December. This means he will have withdraiwn a total of 60,000 wsequent loweg
p
nT-T
in his first year in office; at this rate, it will take nine years beforeWeeg
a
yy
%1.1"
---- . AM6
gm
-a
II
are out of Vietnam. Until December, he will try to make Politicalthay
en- passe,any the proithg
-~aaafn
-D_Eg
I0f the "withdrawal," despite the fact that the troops are still there.
I tL
f
oform
lower prices.
9R
: -Richard Halloran, writing in The New York Times of September
For the fiscal year ending June VOL. LXXXIX, NO. 30
'
SEPTEMBER 22, 1969_ b
~8 reports that college presidents across the country have pleaded 31, 1968, the Coop netted a
Board of Directors
with Nixon to change the draft to "take some steam out of the sizeable profit from its four
Chairman
....................
Greg Arenson '70
Student movement." Nixon's "new" ,draft policy amounts to doing stores. Presumably this money, in
Editor-in-Chief
...........
Steve Carhart '70
the right thing for the wrong reason, but students won't be fooled by its entirety, was refunded to memEditors ...............
Reid Ashe '70
ithis one. It is merely an attempt to keep things under control. As a bets in October. 1968. While figGreg Bernhardt '71, Bob Dennis '70
I
midelight,
we can't help wondering whether this was the attitude that ures for the fiscal year ending in
Ray Kwasnick. '71 ;Jay Kunin '71
President Howard Johnson took when he paid a private visit to the 1969 are not yet available, they
.1
Carm> n Agnew '70, Steve Grant '70
' ~~~~
will probably equal, if not, better,
'ihiteHouse this summer.
The, MIT administration has refused to say l year's
f t
f t
, ,.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~last
year's figures. What these.
Randy Hawthorne '71I g
figwhat was discussed at Johnson's meeting with Nixon.
AdvertisingManager
ures will not show, hwever, is
.....
'
Steve Bailey '72x|
-This spring, when a group of student editors and student body that because of 'the substantial
postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. Te Tech is published
presidents
who signed a "we won't go" pledge met with Nixon's size of itsgross profits,' in 1968 Second-class
-j
every Tuesday and Friday during the college year, except during College
national
security advisor Henry Kissinger, he pleaded with the the Coop paid out over $82,000 vacations, by The Tech, Room W20-483, MIT Student Centre, 84 Mass- , b
I
I
Ave., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: Area Code I
s:tudents to give Nixon a year. Since that time, he's had six in state and federal income taxes. achusetts
617, 876-5855, or UN4-6900, -extension 2731. United States Mail submonths-would you say we're halfway out? Clearly, Nixon's "plan" to
-1
All this money, however, could scription rates: $4.25 for one year, $8.00 for two years.
Iend the war which he touted during the campaign was a farce; the have stayed in the Harvard-MIT I
X
amm
administration is desperately improvising policy, just as Johnson did. system if the Coop had not made
Students will no longerbe fooled. Freshmen are-coming to college a profit. No profit; no taxes,
S
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hne
:"pre-radicalized."' Seniors :who have been fighting against the war Hence, an immediate slashigof
the prices would provide "a very
since they were freshmen now face the draft.'
,
~~~~~~~~~desirable effect. First, Coop memThis year, institutions wili be caught between th e; i r estudents and
~~~~bers would not just get thepCoop's
the government. They may be forced to choose between {hetwo. Will profits, but' both its profits and
§
MIT prove itself to be (as President Johnson says it is in the 1968 the money currently being paid as
President's report) "a student-centered institution"? Or will it prove taxes. Secondly they would get
itself to be an agency of the federal government?
this money immediately, as soon
, · ^ - S ^as they made a purchase, without
having to wait. Hence the savings
oaxw~sips
of an individual made at the Coop
iW
would still be proportional to the
The prices in Twenty Chimneys went up thisweek, as did the price amount of his purchases, as in the
[
|
of coffee and other items in the Servend vending machines. Now, current system, but in addition,
Stouffer's contract to manage MIT s food service comrs up for no longer would one have'to wait
_
r,
renewal soon, and we assubme that Servend has not been granted the until October of 1969 to receive
.| a
rright in perpetuity to sporadically provide inferior food-at inflated his
rebate
purchases
in
^ fe..,.
Sepis
rbaef made
mad-onTe
'ne praesuilt
,.
prices. If ever there was a need-'for student input in the decisionF
would
be
more
money
sooner
for
making process, it is here. Whenever such contracts are renegotiated,'
in
sstudents such as the-coMmons chairmen of the do~rmito~ries shoutld h all the patrons of theCoop.
Also the Coop's prices would
- 'N
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through as some administrators Senate probes MIT
The Permanent Investigations
arranged funding through another
foundation which did not require Subcommittee of the Senate
MIT sponsorship of its grant. Government Operations CommitHowever, the episode was inter- tee has subpoenaed some MIT
preted by many as a -denial of records on certain students who
were involved in the takeover of
academic freedom to students.
University Hall at Harvard last
"The other 99V%"
The subpoena. which arspring.'
little
is
which
One event
known among undergraduates is rived May 27, requested informaAlumni Day, which was held on tion concerning any federal aid
June 16 this year. The event was which the four students might be
the scene of a confrontation be- receiving.
After sonciderable discussion
tween SACC and the alumni.
SACC sought to address a meeting at high levels of the adminsitraon "The Human Purpose" which tion, MIT complied with the rewas scheduled to hear only from a quest. It is not known whether
panel of Corporation and faculty the Senate might consider seeking
members. After some confusion, a information which might be used
discussion -including SACC and in some way against specific stusome alumni was set up in Kresge. dents.
but it quickly deteriorated into
Provost's office expands.
namecalling.
That evening, President HowThe Provost's office has quietly
ard Johnson delivered a speech undergone major expansion. New
apparently intended to reassure members of the Provost's staff:
the alumni. He noted that "This Walter Rosenblith; formerly
faculty-God bless 'em-by a vote Chairman of the Faculty, who was
of 500-75 voted last month that named Associate Provost; Dr.
ROTC should remain on campus. Louis Menand, Assistant to the
Apparently referring to defense Provost; Lucy Nedzel, Special Asresearch, he said, "This institution sistant to the Provost; Kenneth'
will live up to its responsibilities Schoman, Special Assistant to the
in this nation's defense." Refer- Provost; and Richard Adelstein,
ring to SACC members who had Special Assistant to the Provost.
confronted the alumni, Johnson In addition, Paul Gray was promosaid that the alumni had had seen ted from Assistant Provost to Asonly 1/2 of one percent of the sociate Provost.
students, and added, "I wish you
This staff is heavily oriented
could see the other 991/2%-they
toward urban studies, curriculum
have a deep seated belief in the reform, and greater participation
process by which this country by disadvantaged groups in the
employment and educational opsolves its problems."
The alumni cheered, but the portunities at MIT. It is clear that
few students who were present the Provost's office will be much
expressed surprise and concern more active in these areas in the
q over theII tone of the
speech. _ --- future.
L
_r·I

Most students left the Institute cerning the responsibilities of MIT cil) refused to administer a grant
for the summer, but a number of to Cambridge in the redevelop- which Albert hoped to get from
Significant events ocurred any-'ment of this property. In official,.the Ford Foundation to finance a
the Institute sta- surrmer study of university reIhow. Here is a brief summary of a announcements,
would not be form. Since the Ford Foundation
land
ted that the
number of these.
used for expansion of the acade- can give money only to a non-proExpansion
Early in July, MIT purchased mic campus (which would take fit organization such as the Instii
property of the Simplex Wire 'the property off the tax rofls). tute, Albert required some sort of
the
and Cable Co., just north of the Instead, tentative plans call for sponsorship irrorder to be considcommercial development which ered for the grant.
academic campus.
The Acadkmic Council deterThe plant occupies a crazy- will include both industry and
mines- the research policy of the
Iquilt pattern of lots on blocks commercially financed housing.
The Planning Office is current- Institute. In most cases, it routineIbounded by Brookline St. in the
north, the B&A Railroad to the ly developing detailed plans for ly approves sponsorship of grants
which professors get to carry on
south, Massachusetts Avenue on the site.
their research. The Academic
Ithe east, and Erie St. on the west Academic Freedom
adthe
and
Council must approve such proAlbert
the
Mike
UAP
IIts total area is approximately
ministration tangled early this jects as MIRV development and
same as that of Briggs Field.
The purchase of this enormous summer when the administration Project CAM.
In- the end, the project wentraises serious questions con- (specifically, the Academic Counparcel
I
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It's that simple

FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS

($100 minimum balance)

LONGER HOURS 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
-- ambridge¢6rsf togmtan
Located r lear the Ford Building (E-19)
-326 Mlain Street
876-5500
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CAB approves youth discount
By Rick Fitch
WASHINGTON-(CPS)-Airline
youth fares will continue, but not
at the current half-price discount.
The five-man Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) decided here this
month that while the fares, which
enable persons 12-22 to fly standby at low cost, were fair in
principle, airlines should be
allowed to raise them to 80 per
cent of the regular coach fare. The
reason: steep wage settlements,
more expensive fuel, and higher
landing fees have lowered airline
profits excessively, according to
the CAB, and price increases in
both regular and promotional discounts are necessary to increase.
revenue. The major air carriers
offering special youth fares
-American, Continental, Northwest, TWA, United, Eastern, and
Western- are expected to take
advantage of the CAB ruling. The
new rates will take effect October
1.
A CAB spokesman said further
hearings- on the "economics" of
the -discount rate will -be held as
soon as a court case brought by.
Trailways Bus Systems agamint the

CAB is settled. Trailways con- earlier findings, that the fares
tends it is discriminatory for there were not discriminatory, but beneto be any discount for youth at -fitted all travelers. By engendering
all, since adults must pay full fare. development of a new market
The youth fare issue was they "have contribued sizably to
forced to. a -head last January making modern equipment and
when several bus companies, allof convenient schedules more
which had lost business to the broadly available," the CAB said.
"It is clear that the youth
airlines- on account of the fares,
fares have generated a
standby
filed suit to make the CAB listen
amount of new
significant
the
disthat
arguements
their
to
traffic," it said. "The 12-22 years
counts were illegal.
The Fifth Circuit Court of age groups are more responsive to
Appeals in New Orleans, agreeing price than is the market as a
with some of the arguments, whole. Moreover, in addition to
ordered the CAB to investigate, the short run generative effect of
and CAB examiner Arthur S. youth fares, the long term traffic
Present subsequently found the impact also is significant. By enfares to be "unjustly discrimina- couragming persons to travel by air
tory" and in violation of the at an early age the fares will
inculcate habits ... which will be
Federal Aviation Act of 1958.
Present recommended the fares reflected in a ready acceptance of
be abolished, but the CAB de- air travel throughout their adult
layed action when protest was lives."
registered by the National Student
Association, the Campus
Robby Sales, Inc.
Americans for Democratic Action,
the National Student Marketing
1859 Mass Ave.
Corporation, and many -students
and parents- who deluged CAB
Cambridge
offices with letters.
refrigerators from $39. up
In its recent decision. the CAB
Phone 547-2050
concluded, contrary to Present's

* Action for Boston Community Developmen, Boston's official anti-poverty
agency, needs help to continue and expand its efforts. In eleven poverty target
areas of -Boston, ABCD assists community people working in neighborhood
action centers. Interested persons soultld contact ABCD's Volunteer OffiCe, 150
Tremont Street, 742-5600, EXT. 415.
* Welcome our new deans with the traditional tuition riot, Tuesday evening, 12
.
midnight, at the Great Sail.

* There will be an ASME .meeting on Tuesday, September 30 at 7-9 pm in the
Bush Room. The speaker will be Prof. Robert W. Mann on "TechnOlogy of
Human Rehabilitation-Specific Developments."
Coffee and dounts served after the talk.
* There will be a meeting: Monday, September 22 of all those interested in
working for the Vietnam Peace Action on October 15 at 7:30 in Room 400 of
the Student Center.
*Professor Licklider's course in Computer Graphics, 6.803, will be given
again this term. First meeting is Wednesday, September 24, at 5 pm in the 8th
floor conference room at Project MAC. Information: x6026.
* The following are additional subjects which can be taken although they were
not listed in the catalog:

21.283

-

ACTING AND DIRECTING
Prereq.:
Year:

21.03 or 21.031 or 21.11T.
u (1)

.;

1

U

Interviews for 4.091J, Introduction to Filmmaking,-will be held today,
tomorrow, and Thursday, September 22-24, from 10:15 am to 5 pm at 550
Maiss. Ave. in Central Square. Enrollment is limited to 25 and no previous
experience is necessary. Call 491-3890 or x7904.
*

Examination of contemporary approaches to theater through the art of the
actor and director. Improvizations, acting exercises, and performance in class of
MURRAY
scenes from dramatic literature. (Limited enrollment.)
21.461

NEWI~ll~i~

m

-M ME

Sociological and historical survey covering the participation of the peasan*ry
in twentieth-century social upheaiils, from the Mexican to the Chinese
Revolutions. Emphasis on their role in the process of transition from agrarian to
industrial society in our time as comnpared with other social classes and groups.
Examination of post-revolutionary contradictions in societies where revolution
has occurred. Influennce of the peasantry on anarchists and Marxist ideologies
DEDIJER
,
and their concepts of permanent revolt.

FREE CHECKING
AGCQUNT!

*S

THE PEASANT IN 20TH CENTURY REVOLUTIONS
Prereq.:
U (1)
Year:

21.943J

.
:
THE,CRAB NEBULA
(Same subject as 8.283J)
8.02
Prereq.:
U (1)
Year:

The Crab Nebula, remnant of a supernova explosion recorded in the Chinese
chronicles of 1054 AD., as a common focus for several projects, from research
into the history of science to investigations in depth of-novel and unfamiliar
astrophysical phenomena; from presentation of scientific results with form and
style to studies of observational method's'in optical and non-optical astronomy.
Open to students of varied interest, including physics, history of science, general
BONTEMPS
interpretation of science and graphic representation.

21.969
Prereq.:

BLACK PERSPECTIVES
Year:

U(1)

Examination of major, persistent issues relating to power and identity which
are reflected in the statements of Black spokesmen, both past and present.
Analysis of the factors which have conditioned different Black perspectives.
4.Study of the evolutionary development of Black activism. Reading-is drawn
B. ROSSI,. G. DE SANTILLANA
from biographies, speeches andarticles.

21.973

:

Analysis of the "Black Revolution" in the United States. Examination of the
theoretical and practical options available to the Black movement, given in the
context of the Black past, present and future. Special attention is given to
historical events and conditions which- have developed ideological conflict.
HENRY
Relation of current events to the Black movement. .

Awb

Glbeer~~~~~~~e

THE NOCH'ARGE CHECKING ACCOUNT
DESIGNED FOR PERSONAL & FAMILY USE...

11.10

CHEQUE-99's SPECIAL FEATURES:
BALANCE

1 KEEP A CONSTANT $99
PAY NO SERVICE CHARGES

3 BANK-BY-MAIL
,
(:Onrvl

Note on Catalogue Changes:

Free Bank-by-Mail Kit
Postage
:ftlt

4 ELIMINATE OVER-DRAFT COSTS...
Cori ;irtl I);ilir(:(ce prevents costly charges

(1) 21.313T, Major Authors: Frederick Nietzsche.
Postponed from fall to spring.

5 PAY ALL YOUR BILLS BY CHECK ...

Save time. money. travel, prevent loss or theft of cash.

(2) 21.618T, Social Theory from Marx to the
Present, will be offered during the fall semester, and
be taught by Mr. John McDermott.

Charlesbank Trust Company

(3) 21.931, Special Topics: a version of Special
Topics in Literature, which will be concerned in this
case with the application -of T-group methods to
.human relationships arising from the classroom.
Interested students should- see Mr. Michael Miller in
Room 14N-438.

194 Rroadwav, Cambrldge *"

ielephor: 864-4444
Sq1la;w''

l I'll/a af C'eltl
'ranchx ,flc-:c: (t'cllr;ml
Ir

I

'

INTRODUCTION TO CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Prereq.:
U.(1)
Year:

Thiis is an introductory seminar i. urban studies designed expressly for
undergraduates. It seeks to illuminate the process by which urban problems are
perceived, analyzed, and dealt with in US society. It will look at the ways
"urban problems" are urban, and the role of values and the sciences in dealing
with them. The course will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays 11-12:30 in room
5-134.

2 YOUR BALANCE COVERS COST. ..
balance gives you Unlimited FREE CHECKS
[xample $99. ·
Useo.'.

PHILOSOPHY AND CRITIQUE OF THE BLACK MOVEMENT
Prereq.:
U (1)
Year:
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Joint SDS action doubtful
I -RL
expects independent work
I

Continuedfrom page 1
meeting that the group planned to
place emphasis on action against
bAmerican imperialism in general
and war research at MIT in particular.
"November Action"
Albert also outlined plans for"November Action" week. Still in
the planning stages, November Action will be a city-wide effort
against, imperialism. At. MIT, the
focus will be on war research and
Albert said that the action might
go as far as "closing down the
campus for a day or two."
Members of the MIT SDS,
however, questioned the need for
a separate group to focus on
_-- "
I
-r
E___

the city of Boston in a restaurant
so regal the Charles is known
as our moat

IVE

CHATEAUXX

RESTAURANT
·

.

..

Cambridge Charter House Motor Hotel ·
491-3600
5 Cambridge Parkway
On the Charles between Longfellow Bridge and Science Museurm. Parking
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FACTIONS FAIL TO RESOLVE
POLITICAL, TACTICAL DISPUTES
research activities. They called for

one big group that would tackle increases would force most of the
the expansion of Harvard and-lower-income families out of the
MIT. Their action would be based city, SDS charges. The influx of
on the building of an alliance NASA technicians, a number of
between the students and workers aircraft plants, and several presof the coimmunity.
tige, high-rise office buildings
The MIT SDS is closely allied would further. aggravate the alwith the national group that ready, serious housing crisis in
gained control in Chicago earlier Cambridge.
in the summer. The general theme
The Peace and Freedom party,
of the group, headquartered in with which the MIT SDS aligns
Boston, is the worker-student alli- itself, is now seeking to curtail
ance. Many of the members lean further acquisiton of land by MIT,
towards the Progressive Labor par- Harvard, or any other institution
which might eliminate existing
ty policies.
jobs or housing in Cambridge.
Separate Priorities
Split evident
Larry White '69, of R-L SDS,
UAP Mike Albert announced at
explained 'that his group did not
share, the same priorities of the the Tuesday meeting that the reMIT SDS. Others from R-L SDS sistance-oriented SDS faction;.
further explained that they de- which now calls itself the Rosa
sired fraternal relations with all Luxemburg SDS, would meet
other radical organizations but Thursday night. Albert and WSA
that' they preferred to work leader Becconeo claimed that each
of their factions is non-exclusionwithin their own framework.
After over an hour of debate, a ary, with members of either facvote by non-SDS members ended tion allowed to participate in acthe large meeting and -broke it tivities of the other. It is evident,
into smaller' discussion groups. however, that very serious, basic
One member from each of the political differences remain betwo camps did the counting.
tween the two factions. At MIT,
-C
Illu
_
,Ila
---WSA concerns itself with local
social issues, while the 'Rosa Luxemburg group is devoted to ending war-related research. Both Albert and Becconeo expressed the
hope of being able to work together, but unity does not appear
imminent.

FOAM RUBBER for every purpose
Cut to size at no extra charge-Low discount prices
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IMPORTED
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THEY'RE HERE
NEW BLUE MEANIE COATS
just like the cops wear
Warm. Almost wool.
$25.00
In all oink sizes

DANISH DESIGN FURNITURE

:

'.UNPAINTED

.

FURNITURE

Replacement cover available-Made to order-All kinds of stitching

IBookcases

Desk Bottom

$14.95

3 drawer desk with top $18.95
4 drawer desk with top $21.95

HARVARD
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2x2...$5.99

3x6...$20.95

2x3...$7.99

2x6...$17.95

3x3...$10.99
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'Easy Rider', 'Alice' show 'youth culture' Perry's-film 'techniques limit
The past summer has seen the moved, things slump back into Arlo Guthrie talking blues number,
dramatic-and highly unexpec- their previous state. There's an that gives the film its name. Judg- effectiveness of 'Last Summer'
ted-success of American movies unimpressive simulation of an' ing from- the scenes it inspired
about what is taken to be contem- LSD trip during the Mardi Gras, (they're distinguished by Arlo,
Last Summer is a movie of Island beach. They're upper midporary America. To some, they and soon after the two meet their who plays himself throughout the close-ups. Close-ups of faces, dle. class, fairly average in most
show this country for what it is, violent end.
filmhn, suddenly becoming a narra- close-ups of hands, of legs, of respects, and, it is made clear
and offer hope as to what it might
Easy Rider is a forceful chal- tor) it would have made a good breasts-director Frank Perry in- fromr the outset, too- enmeshed in
become; to others, they reveal lenge, especially to those who half hour short feature. Half hour sists on scrutinizing his characters' their own idle fun to give much
shocking amounts of marijuana haven't though much about the shorts, don't' make much money, smallest actions at the smallest thought tq what they are doing.
and long hair. But to all. sorts, questions is raises. But it hardly however, so Penn uses the mate- feasible distance. Nothing,.of the In fact, at times they become
they're something to be seen, and begins to provide the answers; it's rial to provide most of the humor least importance goes unpeered at; downright cruel. Unexpectedly,
much of the public seems to be a limited success.
in his longer film. He's also added people seldom speak off camera. another girl, less attractive and
joining the critics in their high
some seious autobiographical One has the feeling of watching much more introverted, wanders
praise.
Alice's Restaurant, on the scenes: Arlo wonders about his the screen through' binoculars, into their presence one day, and
Being popular is one thing, other hand, might best be de- future while playing clubs as an and, after a while, you can all but gradually becomes the chief obhowever, and being good is ano- seribed as a limited failure. Or, as unknown folksinger, and visits his feel the sores around your eyes. ject of their cruelties. She's
ther. These films-Easy Rider and the ads put it, "You can see father, Woodyi, who's dying of a No one really sees his surroun d - allowed to hang on, as she desperAlice's Restaurantare the big ones anyth., -rou want at Alice's Res- nerve disease. These are fairly ings so precisely and so close, and ately wants to, but she's always an
in Boston at the moment-have taurant":t you'll have to see interesting in themselves, but they the unknown perspective is hard outsider to the trio of friends.
clearly shown the public wants everything else, too, and it's all belong in a different movie ('"The to take.
This much is finme, or at least a
something new, but will they look mixed up to boot. Director Ar- Arlo Guthrie Story"?).'
For similar reasons, almost as good start; the trouble is, for all
so good when the novelty's worn thur Penn (Bonnie and Clyde) has
Still, that's not enough to fill simple, the whole movie is hard to anything matters, those are the
off?. I think not.
taken several good-to-excellent two hours, so-an entirely new, if take. The story (based o n Evan only four characters in the movie
[Medium Cool, another benefi- starts and attempted to splice slightly, related, plot has been Hunter's novel) concern the (one. other does appear in a ten
ciary of the trend, opened last them together into one movie, mixed in. This one concerns Ray teenagers-two boys and a girl- minute scene, but his characterizaWednesday;.a review will be prin-. and any gain is solely financial.
and Alice. (owners of the'restau- livipng for the summer on'a Long tion is about as essential as that of
the seagull the kids find at the
ted next week.] '
Tro begin with, there's the fine
Pleasetrn to pagela
One thing, in any case, is cerImovie's start). They tallk about
tain: they're not much alike. Easy
other people, especially their parRider, to begin with, is simple and
ents, and it's clear there are others
straightforward, the story- of two
around them whom they see every
long-haired youths (Dennris HopWith this summer's great, or at world. Aspirations to geatness, him when he's told her off, and .day. Yet, for all the camera
per, who also directed, and Peter least large, crop of modern-social- however, are often a mask for she only appears when he's most shows, they might just as well be
Fonda) -travelling across the land significance-type movies, it seems flaws in detail, or even lack of absorbed in pursuing (or bungling) lost on a n abandoned island.
and discovering how rotten it's almost an offense to praise any- skill in writing or directing. his work.
In other words, the entire
become. The characters are stereo- thing as light and unassuming as Truffaut' s aims may be modest,
movie
is a close-up, with many of
Plot twists like these have all
types-labelled "good" and Francois Truffaut's latest, Stolen but theyr are uncommonly well the makings of a farce, and it's to that technique's same merits and
"bad"-and they wage a war for Kisses. Truffaut makes no-pre- fulfilled.
Truffaut's credit (along with his limitations. We are given an increpeace and life so well-defined it tense of telling us Where We Are
The h ero, Antoine (played by co-writers, Claude de Givray and dibly detailed look at the four
seems almost .allegorical. Thie plot or Where We Should Be Going; Jean-Pien re Leaud, in something Bernard Revon) that the story people within range; but their
leaves no loose ends, no actions quite to the contrary, he seems to of a seq uel to. his role in Truf- comes out as something more. It's surroundings are lost to a n equal
unexplained or incidental to the be constructing a semi-autobiggra, fAut'.s firtst films The 400 Blows), hard topin down just .why ,per- degree. While, the plot is superbly
main point.
phy. His central character, while is first seeen as he is dishonorably haps because the characters are detailed, and no action unaccounThe result, unfortunately, is he is a young man, hardly seems a discharge d from the army, being even funnier than the things that ted for, the film' still seems vaguemuch of the time just a predict- representative of any blight new "mentall] y unfit."."You will never happen to them; perhaps because ly and disturbingly unfinishedable collection of stock phrases generation, or a remfinant of any be able Ito work forthe govern- the'detail is more engrossing than the scene outside the frame
that tends to lose its convincing- corrupt old one, nor does he seem ment, or get any respectable job," the plot. outline; perhaps, most demands to be taken into acness the more one thinks it over. to care what he should be. In fact, the offic:er lectures him; but he significantly, because -the loose count.
The only real break comes when at times he has enougfi trouble doesn't c :are, and it doesn't seem ends are never quite tied together,
All thismay suggest the film's
the riders are thrown in jail in a representing some sort of sanity. to matte:r. The fact is, his gpod so one never knows if things makers (the director's wife Eleasmall Southern town and meet up While American filmmakers are fortune r(esists all attempts to alter should be all so funny or not. nor wrote the screenplay) had no
with an alcoholic local iawyer straining to answer grave ques- it for be ,tter or worse. When he Truffaut defines his own charac- idea what they were doing,
(jack Nicholson), who gets them tions of contemporary life, here's announce Ds his discharge to his ters, and makes-them only as clear though that's hardly the case. The
out and joins them in their jour- a Frenchman who hasn't found girlfriend' 's parents, her father to his audience as they would be close-up technique- does serve to
ney. He's the one "good" charac- any, or, it seems, even tried.. . immediat :ely gets him a job as a to themselves.
accent their characters' crudity,
ter not of the heroes' background
. Still, he has produced a fine night wattchman in .a hotel; when
The ending, appropriately, and plainly suggests the severity
'(he's never smoked pot), and the piece of work, at the moment also he's fire(d for -letting a private leaves everything not quite re- with which they scrutinize each
greatest symbol of purity and one of the most enjoyable shows detective get the better of him, solved, as (the implication is) it other; it also hightens the shock
innocence in the whole film. in town. All it lacks is greatness- the detec:tive agency inexplicably always will be. Stolen Kisses of what they do. Many scenes are
What's more, he speaks 'differ- it gives no clue to the tragedy of hires him.
attacks only a bit of life (or Life, staged to great emotional effect,
'ently, he's fimnny, and he begins to man, but it's interesting evidence
Antoihne's work as a detective as the popular movies seem to be and it. would be foolish 'to deny a
bring the film to life. When he is all the same. It's not "relevant" in occupies most of the rest of the spelling it these days), but at least certain power in the movie as a
prematurely (and arbitrarily-)'re- the contemporary sense, it just story, iff not most of his attention. it goes about it well, and there's viole. It's just not fully convintakes place in a recognizable His on-al.nd-off girlfriend, in the good 'fun in the process. cing for any great length of time.
In the end, the trio commit
spirit of 1things, only wants to see
-- 4R
something
too awful to overlook,
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bringing the movie (and summer)
to a logical conclusion. The Perrys
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lSupergroups dominate
Crosby Stills, andNa.sh find
musical success in CW vein

st
slifil

Blind Faith is accurate name
As the summer progressed,
rock fans waited in eager anticipation for the album by the super
group from England-not the
Stones or the Beatles but a collection from such unlikely places as
Graham Bond, John Mayall, Spencer Davis and later Cream, Traffic
and Family. The end result of the
wait, Blind Faith (Atco) is almost
as trying as the wait for its release.
Perhaps the hype by' promoters
gives musicians egos of monster
size and diminishes their abilities.
The musicians of Blind Faith
have such reputations that the
name of the group itself may be a
profile of its fans. Clapton and
Baker, as every reader knows,
were two-thirds of what has been

Obscure releases show talent
as Association and Cosby fail

j

r

called rock's "greatest group"
Cream. Stevie Winwood has been
on -the scene for years and is a
former child prodigy having been
with Spencer Davis at age sixteen.
Later he became a full fledged star
with Traffic. Rick Grech, formerly of Family, is the unknown who
must provide backup for these
incredible egos and their tools of
noise.
When the musicians come from
such notable places, comparisons
with other groups cannot be avoided. The album opens with Had
to Cry Today, a Cream-like song
written by Winwood and based in
a Sunshine of Your Love-typ e
background which, when combined- with Stevie screaming and
no variation in the background
-becomes tedious in the course of
nine minutes. Next comes another
Winwood original, Can't Find My
Way Home, which is mercifully
shorter (short enough for a single!). The song is very Traffic-like
but empty without Chris Wood's
sax. Well All Right is a Buddy
-olly tune and though Clapton
cannot play country-style, Winwood finally breaks out on piano
and Baker stops pounding the
drums and- plays them. It is the
best cut but still not up to par.
The last song on the first side is
Clapton's dirge Presence of the
Lord. This is Eric's chance for a
guitar solo and he uses it fairly
well, which breaks up the dragging. Side two is only two cuts.

Perhaps a supergroup has at Have To Cry and Helplessly good guitar work by Stills and the
last lived up to its'advance notice. Hoping are short pleasant pieces ever-present harmonies. Marrakesh
Crosby, Stills and Nash arrived on with little profound musicel value Express seems to be an extension
the rock horizon this summer and but nevertheless featuring lively of Nash's former experiment with
there is little that can be said solid guitar work on the former exotic music while he was in the
against them. The first album on and an excellent acoustic backing Hollies. Stills' organ, sounding like
the flute an Indian would play
Atlantic is an excellent example on the later.
The -two Crosby numbers are while working with a cobra, gives
of rock at its best.
The group has an illustrious the weak links of the album. His the piece an eeriebackground and
past, of course. However, the. ear has never been terribly good the references within the song
groups from- which the three have and his- lyrics have never been further the mood.
Crosby, Stills, and Nash appear
come were not in the Cream class terribly profound. Guinnevere
and were generally under-rated. sounds remotely like an amita- to have broken the super-group
Thus, perhaps the ego trips will be tion PaNl Simon composition. problems of super-hype and.sukept to the point where the talent Long Time Gone is a fairly good per-egos. Their initial outing is
will still show through. David rock number. Crosby's greatest superb and their next, with Neil
Crosby was a guiding light in the, talent is as a singer and he is a Young included, should be even
Byrds who were among the first good one. Writing is just not his better. Let us hope the success
will not go to their heads.
important American rock groups prime talent.
compositions
Nash
It is .the
after the Beatles-Dylan influence
began (circa 1965). Graham Nash which are of the most interest.
was the distinctive lead singer of lady of the Island is a beautifully
the Hollies-the second most pop- sung (by Nash) solo done with
ular group in England, the Stones only acoustic guitar-backing and
notwithstanding. Steve Stills is a featuring an intriguing round sung
By Jeff Gale,
~
Wt;QB
former lead guitarist in the Buf- by Nash and probably Stills. Prefalo Springfield. Stills' compan- Road Downs is a rock song with
ions from, the Springfield-Neil
Young and Bruce Palmer (on
bass)-have since joined the group
with Dallas Taylor on drums and
the act is now known as Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young (which
sounds more like a law firm).
The music itself is country- Pickin' Up the Pieces-Poco (Epic) spots but those three are gems.
duced an excellent first album.
excepcertain
flavored rock with
There is a slight case of schizoThe Buffalo Springfield rides
tions.- All three members write again in this well- done outing River Deep-Mountain High-Ike phrenia over acoustic. versus electric instruments which must be
and the differences are obvious. guided by ex-Springfielders Jim and Tina Turner (A&M)
'Perhaps the greatest weakness of Messina and Richie Furay. The
repugood
cured if their full potential is to
a
have
Tina
and
Ike
the
of
old
unevenness
the
the
to
is
similar
the album
sound is very
tation -and a successful R&1B show. be'reached. If Lonely Fire is a
lyrics. Neither of the Crosby songs group's and the country sound of But here comes producer Phil good indication, the acoustic Sea. of Joy is anything but that as
is particularly strong and Stills has the guitar work makes for a solid Spector with his damn strings so approach will win out. This is an Winwood proves that given a bad
a' tendency toward over- album with no weak cuts.
get out the syrup and turn off the sxcellent album and the next key, he can sing worse than old
alliteration "Helplessly hoping her
Dylan or Tiny Tim. Do What You
could be even better.
record player.
The
nearby".
harlequin hovers
Like is a fifteen minute Baker
Children of Light-Biff Rose (Teoutstanding feature is the singing tragrammaton)
8:15, 12:15-Bill Cosby (Tetra- The Association (Warner-Seven piece with Ginger pounding the
and the, harmonies. The group
skins for all he's worth.
Biff is very clever but he's an gramnmaton)
Arts)
been
have
should
often sounds like a robust Simon acquired taste. He can't sing and
this
Maybe
Several things are obvious from
Bill Cosby has always been
Nash
when
but
Mary,
and Garfunkel
this first outing. Winwood's singhe's not a good pianist; however, known as a "clean" comedian:. called "Along Comes
brings his high tenor .into 'the listen to Communist Sympathizer This album proves it ain't so. The Y'all". With the talent in this ing -is the dominant feature of the
songs, the harmonies are quite and Evolution and you'll probably album consists of two performan- group, there is no excuse for the group Grech is a fine bassistobviously based in the Hollies. A get a chuckle. The album is a light ces of the same act at a nightclub, sort of tripe they have been put- solid but not outstanding. Ginger
notable tlfing about the instru- break in the tedium of heavy at Lake Tahoe. The dinner show is ting out. Country is fine for Cros- Baker has a tendency to play too
mental work is that' the arrange- rock.
pure with stories about golf and by, Stills and'Nash but these guys loud and may not rate his "best
ments by the group complement
football and his childhood in should leave it alone and find drummer" title. Clapton is limited
the vocal work rather than over- Red Beans and Rice (Epic)
Philadelphia. However, the mid- themselves again. They can do in the areas in which he can play.
power it.
This is some of the best night show delves into such sub- better and we all know it.
He is excellent, of course, at blues
of
types
several
There are
but neither straight rock nor
rhythm and blues to come out in jects as queers and a birth control
pieces included in the album. a long time. The ten band mem- method he refers to at a "mid- Shango (A&M)
country come across. Hopefully,
Stills wrote three suites which bers play- some of the best R&B night trampoline". He's better
Shango is a steel band from the in future outings, Winwood will
appear. Judy Blue Eyes opens the instrumentals to recently appear with the clean material.
West Indies who made a top 40 do more keyboard work and less
album and the country flavor is and the album is without weaksplash with Day After Day-a song guitar. Exchanges between him
quickly introduced in this tribute ness in its eight cuts. Maybe we Lee Michaels (A&M)
about California sliding into the and Clapton could be the most into Judy Collins. The piece is in could get them for a beer blast. At
He plays organ like Al Kooper ocean. This is pretty clever and teresting part of the group.
three parts, each interesting, and any rate, this album should be and that's not too bad, but isn't there is a surprise jazz vibe solo in
Cream and Traffic are gone.
it closes with a section of Hollies bought.
enough?
vocalist
Kooper
one
an otherwise poor version of A Blind Faith does not seem to fill
opens
harmony. Wooden Ships
Michaels does the chores on organ Taste of Honey. Would you buy the void. That is the' tragedy of
with an exchange of lines by Stills' Words and Music by Bob Dylan- and bass while his sidekic k Bar- an album for-five minutes of good this overhyped outing.
and Crosby which drifts into a The Hollies (Epic)
tholemew Smith-Frost plays mateiial?
duet. Stills performs yeoman serSomeone doing an album of drums. The album really isn't too
vice on organ and guitar as the Bob Dylan songs and not- a folk bad but I would prefer the origius spew
harmonic blend of instruments album? The Hollies still exist after nal.
and voices gets across the anti-war the departure of Graham Nash?
more of
message of the song. 49 Bye-Byes Dylan's songs are hard to arrange Jacobs Creek (Columbia)
lone
is the last suite and the
into any style -other than the
Judging from the looks of this
failure as the lyrics come across as original. But wait! Listen to When group on the cover, they were
this shit.
childish during the long five min- the Ship Comes [n,I Shall Be discovered playing out behind a
Free tickets are available for decent
utes of the . cut. The two other Released, and Quit Your Low- barn. They are, however, a good reviews
(some of the ones on these two
Tech
*- office or-547-2240.
at The
Stills compositions You Don't down Ways. There are some bad solid vocal unit who have pro- -E..:pages are decent). TryI to find Robert
Fourer
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I Focus on.America in summer films

'Easy Rider', 'Alice' show 'youth culture" Perry's film techniques limit
The past summer has seen the moved, things slump back into Arlo Guthrie talking blues number,
dramatic-and highly unexpec- their previous state. There's an that gives the film its name. Judg- effectiveness of 'LastSummer'
ted-success of American movies unimpressive simulation of an ing from the scenes it inspired
Las; Summer is a movie of Island beach. They're upper midabout what is taken to be contem- LSD trip during the Mardi Gras, (they're distinguished by Arlo,
porary America. To some, they and soon after the two meet their who plays himself throughout the close-ups. Close-ups of faces, dle.class, fairly average in most
show this country for what it is, violent end.
film, suddenly becoming a narra- close-ups of hands, of legs, of respects, and, it is made clear
and offer hope as to what it might
Easy Rider is a forceful chal- tor) it would have made a good breasts-director Frank Perry in- from the outset, too- enmeshed in
become; to others, they reveal lenge, especially to those who half hour short feature. Half hour sists on scrutinizing his characters' their own idle fun to give much
shocking amounts of marijuana haven't though much about the shorts, don't makle much money, smallest actions at the smallest thought tQ what they are doing.
and long hair. But to all sorts, questions is raises. But it hardly however, so Penn uses the mate- feasible distance. Nothing..of the In fact; at times they become
they're something to be seen, and begins to provide the answers; it's rial to provide most of the humor least importance goes unpeered at; downright cruel. Unexpectedly,
much of the public seems to be a limited success.
in his longer film. He's also added people seldom speak off camera. another girl, less attractive and
joining. the critics in their high
some seious autobiographical One has the feeling of watching much more introverted, wanders
praise.
Alice's Restaurant, on the scenes: Arlo wonders about his the screen thirough' binoculars, into their presence one day, and
Being popular is one thing, other hand, might best be de- future while playing clubs as an and, after a while, you can all but gradually becomes the chief obhowever, and being good is ano- scribed as a limited failure. Or, as unknown folksinger, and visits his feel the sores around your eyes. ject of their cruelties. She's
ther. These films-Easy Rider and the ads put it, "You can see father, Woody, who's dying of a No one really sees his surround- allowed to hang on, as she desperAlice's Restaurantarethe big ones anythi.. t-ou want at Alice's Res- nerve disease. These are fairly ings so precisely and so close, and ately wants to, but she's always an
in Boston at the moment-have taurant"-c at you'll have to see interesting in thernselves, but they the unknown perspective is hard outsider to the trio of friends.
clearly shown the public wants everything else, too, and it's all belong in a different movie ("The to take.
This much is fine, or at-least a
something new, but will they look mixed up to boot. Director Ar- Arlo Guthrie Story"?).
For similar reasons, almost as good start; the trouble is, for all
so good when the novelty's worn thur Penn-(Bonnie and Clyde) has
Still, that's not enough to fill simple, the whole movie is hard to anything matters, those are the
off? I think not.
taken several good-to-excellent two hours, so-atan entirely new, if take.. The story (based on Evan only four characters in the movie
[Medium Cool, another benefi- starts and attempted to splice slightly. related, plot has been Hunter's novel) concerns thA (one.other does appear in a ten
ciary of the trend, opened last them together mto one movie, mixed in. This one concerns Ray teenagers-two boys and a girl- minute scene, but his characterizaWednesday;.a review will be prin- and any gain is solely financial.
and Alice,(owners of the'restau- living for the summer on'a Long tion is about as essential as that of
the seagull the kids find at the
ted next week.] '
To begin with, there's the fine
Please turnto tane 10
One thing, in any case, is cer!movie's start). They tall about
tain: they're not much alike. Easy
other people, especially their parRider, to begin with, is simple and
ents, and it's clear there are others
straightforward, the story of two
around them whom they see-every
long-haired youths (Dennis HopWith this summer's great, or at world. Aspirations to geatness, him when he's told her off, and .day. Yet, for all .the camera
per, who also directed;, and· Peter least large, crop of modern-social- however, are often a mask for she only appears when he's most shows, they might just as well be
Fonda) -travelling across the land significance-type movies, it seems flaws in detail, or even lack of absorbed in pursuing (or bungling) lost on an abandoned island.
and discovering how rotten it's almost an offense to praise any- skill in writing or directing. his work.
In other words, the entire
become. The characters are stereo-- thinig as light and unassuming as Truffaut's aims may be modest,
Plot twists like these have all movie is a close-up, with many of
types-labelled "good" and Francois Truffaut's latest, Stolen but they are uncommonly well thie makings of a farce, and it's to that technique's same merits and
"bad"-and they wage a war for Kisses. Truffaut makes no- pre- fulfilled.
Truffaut's credit (along with his limitations. We are given an incre,
peace and life so well-dfined it tense of telling us Where We Are
The hero, Antoine (played by co-writers, Claude de Givray and dibly detailed look at the four
seems almost .allegorical. The plot or Where We Should Be Going; Jean-Pierre Leaud, in something Bernard Revonj that the story people within range; but their
leaves no loose ends, no actions quite to the contrary, he seems to of a sequel to. his role in Truf- comes out as something more. It's surroundings are lost to an equal
unexplained or incidental to the be constructing a seni-autobiogra, faut's first film T7he 400 Blows), hard to pin down just .why per- degree. While. the plot is superbly
main point.
phy. His central character, while is first seen as he is dishonorably haps because the characters are detailed,' and
rno action unaccounThe result, unfortunately, is he is a young man, hardly seems a discharged from the army, being even funnier than the things that te d for, the film- still seems vaguemuch of the time just a predict- representative of any bright new "mentally unfit." ."You will never happen to them; perhaps because ly and disturbingly unfinishedable collection of stock phrases generation, or a rermnant of any be able to work forthe govern- the detail is more engrossing than the scene outside the frame
that tends to lose its convincing- corrupt old one, nor does he seem ment, or get any respectable job," the plot. outline; perhaps, most demands to be taken into acness the more one thinks it over. to care what he should be. In fact, the officer lectures him; but he significantly, because -the -loose count.
The only real break comes when at times he has enough trouble doesn't care, and it doesn't seem ends are never quite tied together,
All this may suggest the film's
the riders are thrown in jail in a representing some sort of sanity. to matter. The fact is, his good so one never knows if things makers (the director's wife Eleasmall Southefrn town and meet up While American filmmakers are fortune resists all attempts to alter should be all so funny or not. nor wrote the screenplay) had no
with an alcoholic local lawyer straining to answer grave ques- it for better or worse. When he' Truffaut defines his own charac- idea what they were doing,
(Jack Nicholson), who gets them tions of contemporary life, here's announces his discharge to his ters, and makes them only as clear though that's hardly the case. The
out and joins them in their jour- a Frenchman who hasn't found girlfriend's parents, her father to his audience as they would be close-up technique does serve to
ney. He's the one "good" charac- any, or, it seems, even tried.
accent their characters' crudity,
immediately gets him a job as a to themselves.
ter not of the heroes' background
Still, he has produced a fine night watchman in a hotel; when
The ending, appropriately, and plainly suggests the severity
'(he's never smoked pot), and the piece bf work, at the moment also he's fired for letting a private leaves everything not quite re- with which they scrutinize each
greatest symbol of purity and one of the most enjoyableshows detective get the better of, him, solved, as (the implication is) it other; it also hightens the shock
innocence in the whole film. in town. All it lacks is greatness- the detective agency inexplicably always will be. Stolen Kisses of what they do. Many scenes are
What's more, he speaks 'differ- it gives no clue to the tragedy of hires him.
attacks only a bit of life (or Life, staged to great emotional effect,
ently, he's funny, and he begins to man, but it's interesting evidence
Antoine's work as a detective as the popular movies seem to be and it. would be foolish'to deny a
bring the film to life. When he is all the same. It's not "relevant" in occupies most of the rest of the spelling it these days), but at least certain power in the movie as a
prematurely (and arbitrarily-) re- the contemporary sense, it just story, if not most of his attention. it goes about it well, and there's vole. It's just not fully convintakes place in a recognizable ·His on-and-off girlfriend, in the good 'fun in the process. cing for any great length of time.
In the end, the trio commit
spirit of things, only wants to see
-4R
something
too awful to overlook,
UN 4-4580 3NoM
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bringing the movie (and summer)
to a logical conclusion. The Perrys
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Supergroups dominate- summer scene
I

Nash find
Crosby, Stills, and
musical success in CW vein

mBlind

Faith is accurate name

As the summer progressed, called rock's "greatest group"
Have
To
Cry
and
Helplessly
Perhaps a supergroup has at
good guitar work by Stills and the rock fans waited in eager anticipa- Cream. Stevie Winwood has been
last lived up to its'advance notice. Hoping are short pleasant pieces ever-present harmonies. Marrakesh tion for the album by the super on -the scene for years and is a
Crosby, Stills and Nash arrived on with little profound musical value Express seems to be an extension group from England-rnot the former child prodigy having been
the rock horizon this summer and but nevertheless featuring lively of Nash's former experiment with Stones or the Beatles but a collec- with Spencer Davis at age sixteen.
there is little that can be said solid guitar work on the former exotic music while he was in the tion from such unlikely places as Later he became a full fledged star
against them. The first album on and an excellent acoustic backing Hollies. Stills' organ, sounding like Graham -Bond, John Mayall, Spen- with Traffic. Rick Grech, formerAtlantic is an excellent example on the later.
the flute an Indian would play cer Davis and later Cream, Traffic ly of Family, is the unknown who
The-two Crosby numbers are while working with a cobra, gives and Family. The end result of the must provide backup for these
of rock at its best.
The group has an illustrious the weak links of the album. His the piece an eerie background and wait, Blind Faith (Atco) is almost incredible egos and their tools of
past, of course. However the . ear has never been terribly good the references within the song as trying as the wait for its release. noise.
groups from' which the three have and his lyrics have never been further the mood.
When the musicians come from
Perhaps the hype by' promoters
come were not in the Cream class terribly profound. Guinnevere
Crosby, Stills, and Nash appear gives musicians egos of monster such notable places, comparisons
and were generally under-rated. sounds remotely like an rnita- to have broken the super-group size and diminishes their abilities. with other groups cannot be avoiThus, perhaps the ego trips will be tion Pati Simon composition. problems of super-hype and suThe musicians of Blind Faith ded. T:he album opens with Had
kept to the point where the talent Long Time Gone is a fairly good per-egos. Their initial outing is have such reputations that the to Cry Today, a Cream-like song
will still show through. David rock number. Crosby's greatest superb and their next, with Neil name of the group itself may be a written by Winwood and based in
Crosby was a guiding light in tlhe talent is as a singer and he is a Young included, should be even profile of its fans. Clapton and a Sunshine of Your Love-type
Byrds who were among the first good one. Writing is just not his better. Let us hope the success Baker, as every reader knows, background which, when comimportant American rock groups prime talent.
were two-thirds of what has been bined-with Stevie screaming and
will not go to their heads.
-.9
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It is the Nash compositions i B 11
after the Beatles-Dylan influence
no variation in the background
began (circa 1965). Graham Nash which- are of the most interest.
-becomes tedious in the course of
was the distinctive lead singer of Lady of the Island is a beautifully
nine minutes. Next comes another
the Hollies-the second most pop- sung (by Nash) solo done with
Winwood original, Can't Find My
ular group in England, the Stones only acoustic guitar-backing and
Way Home, which is mercifully
notwithstanding. Steve Stills is a featuring an intriguing round sung
shorter (short enough for a sinBy Jeff Gale
former lead guitarist in the Buf- by Nash and probably Stills. Pregle!). The song is very Traffic-like
falo Springfield. Stills' compan- Road Downs is a rock song with
but empty without Chris Wood's
ions from the Springfield-Neil
sax. Well All Right is a Buddy
Young and Bruce Palmer (on
1olly tune and though Clapton
bass)-have since joined the group
cannot play country-style, Winwith Dallas Taylor on drums and
wood finally breaks out on piano
the act is now known as Crosby,
and Baker stops pounding the
Stills, Nash, and Young (which
drums and- plays them. It is the
sounds more like a law firm).
best cut but still not up to par.
The music itself is country- Pickin' Up the Pieces-Poco (Epic) spots but those three are gems.
duced an excellent first album. The last song on the first side is
flavored rock with certain excepThe Buffalo Springfield rides
There is a slight case of schizo- Clapton's dirge Presence of the
tions.- All three members write again in this well' done outing River Deep-Mountain High-Ike phrenia over acoustic. versus elec- Lord. This is Eric's chance for a
and the differences, are obvious. guided by ex-Springfielders Jim and Tina Turner (A&M)
tric instruments which must be guitar solo and he uses it fairly
Perhaps the greatest weakness of Messina and Richie Furay. The
Ike and Tina have a good repu- cured if their full potential is to well, which breaks up the dragthe album is the unevenness of the sound is very similar to the old tation'and a successful R&B show. be reached. If Lonely Fire is a ging. Side two is only two cuts.
lyrics. Neither of the Crosby songs group's and the country sound of But here comes producer Phil good indication, the acoustic Sea of Joy is anything but that as
is particularly strong and Stills has the guitar work makes for a solid Spector with his damn strings so approach will win out. This is an Winwood proves that given a bad
a tendency toward over- album with no weak cuts.
get out the syrup and turn off the sxcellent album and the next key, he can sing worse than old
alliteration "Helplessly hoping her
could be even better.
record player.
Dylan or Tiny Tim. Do What You
harlequin hovers ne/rby". The Children of Light-Biff Rose (TeLike is a fifteen minute Baker
outstanding feature is the singing tragrammaton)
8:15, 12:15-Bill Cosby (Tetra- The Association (Warner-Seven piece with Ginger pounding the
and the harmonies. The group
Biff is very clever but he's an gramnlaton)
Arts)
skins for all he's worth.
often sounds like a robust Simon acquired taste. He can't sing and
Maybe this should have been
Bill Cosby has always been
Several things are obvious from
and Garfunkel but -when Nash he's not a good pianist; however, known as a "clean" comedian ,called "Along Comes Mary, this first outing. Winwood's singbrings his high tenor . into -the listen to Communist Sympathizer This album proves it ain't so. The Y'all". With the talent in this ing is the dominant feature of the
songs, the harmonies are quite and Evolution and you'll probably album consists of two performan- group, there is no excuse for the group Grech is a fine bassistobviously based in the Hollies. A get a chuckle. The album is a light ces of the same act at a nightclub,sort of tripe they have been put- solid but not outstanding. Ginger
notable tiling about the instru- break in the tedium of heavy at Lake Tahoe. The dinner show is ting out. Country is fine for Cros- Baker has a tendency to play too
mental work is that' the arrange- rock..
pure with stories about golf and by, Stills and'Nash but these guys loud and may not rate his "best
ments by the group complement
football and his childhood in should leave it alone and find drummer" title. Clapton is limited
the vocal work rather than over- Red Beans and Rice (Epic)
Philadelphia. However, the mid- themselves again. They can do in the areas in which he can play.
power it.
This is some of the best night show delves into such sub- better and we all know it.
He is excellent, of course, at blues
There are several types . of rhythm and blues to come out in jects as queers and a birth control
but neither straight rock nor
pieces included in the album. a 4ong time. The ten band mem- method he refers to aS a "mid- Shango (A&M)
country come across. Hopefully,
Stills wrote three suites which bers play' some of the best R&B night trampoline". He's better
Shango is a steel band from the in future outings, Winwood will
appear. Judy Blue Eyes opens the instrumentals to recently appear with the clean material.
West Indies who made a top 40 do more keyboard work and less
album and the country flavor/ is and the album is without weaksplash with Day After Day-a song guitar. Exchanges between him
quickly introduced in this tribute ness in its eight cuts. Maybe we Lee Michaels (A&M)
about California sliding into the and Clapton could be the most into Judy Collins. The piece is in could get them for a beer blast. At
He plays organ like Al Kooper ocean. This is pretty clever and teresting part of the group.
three parts, each interesting, and any rate, this album should be and that's not too bad, but isn't there is a surprise jazz vibe solo in
Cream and Traffic are gone.
it closes with a section of Hollies bought.
one Kooper vocalist enough? an otherwise poor version of A Blind Faith does not seem to fill
harmony. Wooden Ships opens
Michaels does the chores on organ Taste of Hone)y,. Would you buy the void. That is the' tragedy of
with an exchange of lines by Stills Words and Music by Bob Dylan- and bass while his sidekick Bar- an album fox ,five minutes of good this overhyped outing.
and Crosby which drifts into a The Hollies (Epic)
tholemew Smith-Frost plays material?
-- YI
A
·-- · Y
-·
r
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.I.,
duet. Stills performs yeoman serSomeone doing an album of drums. The album really isn't too
vice on organ and guitar as the Bob Dylan songs and not. a folk bad but I would prefer the origiharmonic blend of instruments album? The Hollies still exist after nal.
spew
and voices gets across the anti-war the departure of Graham Nash?
message of the song. 49 Bye-Byes Dylan's songs are hard to arrange Jacobs Creek (Columbia)
more of
is the last suite and the lone into any style other than the
Judging from the looks of this
failure as the lyrics come across as original. But wait! Listen to When group on the cover, they were
this shit.
childish during the long five min- the Ship Comes In, I Shall Be discovered playing out behind a
il
r
Free tickets a r e ava able fo decen
utes of the .cut. The two other Released, and Quit Your Low- barn. They are, however, a good reviews
(some of the ones on these two
Stills compositions You Don't down Ways. There are some bad solid vocal unit who have pro- pages are decent). Try to find Robert Fourer at The Tech office or 547-2240.
~~~~~~~~-b
There are ten reasons why MIT students should see the new TRUC

Grooves

-Obscure re leases show talent
as Association and Cosby fail
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'Restaurant' reprieve

PHOTO LIQUIDATION!
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(Continuedfront page 8)
rant of the song) and a y,oung
heroin addict trying to kickc the
habit, who form an odd so]rt of
triangle. This might have ma tde a
good feature film by itself, ftor all
anyone can tell; in its prcesent
form, it's too mangled to de cide.
In any case, it doesn't star lArlo,
whose Box office draw is bi gger.
However, like Easy R ider,
there's still something to be
gained if you can ignore the
faults. In that film, though, , the
total effect transcends some poor
]
scenes; while here, just the, re;verse
is true. Many of the indiviidual
scenes survive their jumbled setting, and the Alice's Restauirant
Masacree is still as funny as one

IUAP Albert.

story lines are shoved into too
small a space, and none is resolved
quite satisfactorily.
It might also be noted that the
movie isn't quite contemporary,
either-the parts about Arlo, at
least, are a couple of years old.
These days the crowds scream for
"Alice," but he'd much rather try
something new.
e

In the final analysis, it's the
subject matter, more than anything else, that makes these films
so popular. People of all sorts
want to know more-out of curiosity or personal experienceabout the supposed new "youth
culture" they portray, and they're

.

t
s tude
In

let

lefist

"aluann*

disrupt MVI7
With shouts of 'Ho! Ho! Ho)Chi
Minh!' a group, of about fiffteen
students disrupted the AluLlmni
Officers Conference dinner ini the
Sala de Puerto Rico' on Septer mber
7.
The students were interest. d in
calling to the alumni's attenition
two issues-war research'and I the
n nnon-use of student diining
service employees in the di ining
area.
Alumni prepared
The alumni however, were prepared for a disruption. They had
previously decided 'to go limrp' if
disturbed. Therefore, the miicrophones, where a professor, Was
speaking about his nutritiona research, were shut off as the clhant
shifted to 'End War Research',.
Titis disruption precipitate,d a
meeting the next afternnoon
among the principals. Annong
thcse attending
were Mr.
Lauricella, Dining Staff Man, ager,
Snead, Mr. Bishoff, Directoir of
Housing and Dining Servrices,
DEan foer Student Af"fairs
Nyhart, and Albert.
Lauricella said that he had nnade
the decision not to use studenlts inll
the dining area for two reas ;ons.
One was the complaints he had
received in the past from diining
service customers about the-g grubbiness of the students' app?earance. The other was a lack of
student help. This latter rezason
proved false, although Lauri(cella
was unable to find out becaus ;e he
was on vacation prior to the, conference. He and Snead agreed that
this would not happen in the
future.
Albert and Nyhart then discussed the tactics that had tbeen
used to call attention to the p)rob-

not being entirely cheated. Neither Alice's Restaurant nor Easy
Rider is anything unusual in form
or structure-imagine them as westerns, and they seem quite ordinary. (Significantly; two westerns
that opened this summer, The
Wild Bunch and True Grit, were
not nearly as popular as their rave
reviews would normally indicate.)
But as the front wave'of what
could become an important trend,
they can't help but attract attention.
So, then, are they worth the
two-fifty a head anid a wait in
line? Compared to the average
Boston tripe, yes-but don't expect a bargain.
-4R
TIRE CHANGERS
AND WAREHOUSEMEN
Part-time and full time. No

lens. Albert-claimed that although
h1is group had been disruptive, it
had accomplished something-the
meeting and also a: new awareness
anlong the alumni. Nyhart replied
that although something hadcome out of the action, he could
irnntinn
tinn
tnrn nnt. any
anv disrutption.
not condone
&lVL
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Here's to your health

(and good grooming)
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE

at lower than
the Coop's low prices
VO 5 Shampoo

necessary
Flexible
hours, plenty of overtime at time-

aliumni dinaner and-one-half,

....

Must sacrifice large estate lot of le-riew equipment at crazy bargain
prices.including good -enlargers (all-sizes); quality SLR & larger sixe
cameras from $19.50; fine slide projectors from $22.00; 8 & 16m.m.
movie cameras & projectors from $18.00, etc. What interests you?
Private home. 527-0311

experience

7- ~ner

sacrifice..

7 oz. w/Free Lemon Cream Rinse
Reg. Low Price 89e

Coop SpecialPrice 77¢

if your hours per-

mit. If available full time, commissions and tips can bring your
weekly pay to over $200. See
Chuck;
Cambge
Company
292
Albany. Street
292Cambridge,
Masset
Cambrige, Mass
An Equal Opportunity Employer
_-1

Head & Shoulders Shampoo
-

~

(tube} Family Size
Reg. Low Price $1141

Coop Special Price $1.17

I

Persornna S/S Blades
D.E. 5 s (12 in carton)
Reg. Low Price 65c

E~~~

I

...

Coop Special Price 49¢

.

.

m-

Scope Super Mouth Wash

. ..

-

24 ox.
Reg. Low Price $1.59

Coop Special Price $1.09
z
d

Miss Breck Hair Spray 13 OZ.
Reg. & X-HOLD (plus) Unscented Reg. &
Unscented X-HOLD
Reg. Low Price 79c

Coop Special Price 69¢
Make Your Own
Arrangements
_t1 Buy Two

INSTANT SHELVES
CUT TO SIZE!

Gillette Soft,& Dri
Anti-Perspirant For Women
Guaranteed not to sting shaven under-arms
Reg. Low Price $1.00

Coop Special Price 59¢

Buy Three

STANDARDS AND BRACKETS PLUS...
CONCRETE BLOCKS AND BRICKS WITH
SHELVING FOR ECONOMICAL
BOOKCASES.

Plus
all of your favorite
health and grooming
aids at
regular low Coop) prices

.

I

I

Headquarters

CHEST OF
DRAWERS

BOOKCASES

FROM
$12.95

BOOTS
· PARKAS
A PEACOATS

IIi
11

FROM $25.95

VARNISH, PAINT

MOD, TRADITIONAL

OR STAIN

I~~~~~

ANTIQU E...SATISFY
i,

AS YOU LIKE

i
I

i~i~

4~~~

fI~eYOUR DECOR AND
SAVE

Central War
Surplus

HARVARD SQUARE
M.l.T. STUDENT CENTER
HARVARD BUSINESS -SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

I

ED

.

I

Mlonth of September only.

_

433 MASS. AVE.
Central Square
.. .,C¢ambridge
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dents might well be forthcoming.
He, too, declined to discuss details
Unidentified source
Lieutenant James Olivieri ot
Sorenson said that in addition Con grounds of fairness to the
the Campus Patrol had earlier
'
students involved.
admitted that a large table-load of to the two undergraduates men-,'
Discipline
on
Committee
The
electronic instruments in his of---tioned by Kotch, there was also made its recommendation Thursfice had been part of what was one student who- graduated in day, according to Sorenson. Its
recovered. He also said, however, June who was involved in the recommendation was submitted
that most of the recovered proper- theft. The Inistitute had not to President Howard Johnson,
ty had already been returned to known of the whereabouts of the who must approve any action to
the laboratories from which it had stolen equipment until this, sum- be taken. The nature of the combeen taken. Olivieri declined to mer when the information "came mittee's recommendation was not
discuss the matter further and unsolicited from a source asking disclosed.
refused to allow photographs to to be unidentified."
Flemings closes house
Newly-appointed Dean for Stube made of the recovered properAfter the raid by the Campus
ty, on the grounds that future deit Affairs Daniel J. Nyhart said Patrol, Professor Merton C.
disciplinary action against the stu- in an interview Septemberl 1 that Flemings, president of Phi Mu
dents involved might be preju- disciplinary action against the stu- Delta's local alumni association,
- ----------- ~- _
-~--k-ordered the- house closed. Kotch
354-6165
Open 8:00 to 5:30
explained that Flemings had also
been unhappy about the outsiders
diced by publicitv.

from Building 13.
was stolen
I~~~~~~~....
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Larry's Barber Shop

"for that well-groomed look"
Razorcutting, sun lamp f,acal -

545 Tech Square
(opposite garage
behind East Campus)

t,~~~

Serving Techmen for over 355yeahs'
I
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COME AND SEE JOE KEEZER'S

1094 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

·
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Opthalmologists
Excellent selection of frames for Men, Women, Children.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:50 to 5:00-Lunch 2-3 (Ckoed)
Saturday, 9:20 to 1:00
Phone'49 1-4230, Ext. 50 or from MIT dial 8950

ti

Not just anrother store but
an old Cambridge tradition
Quality Mrchhandie at Bargain Priees
Cambridge's Largest Used Clothing Store
Special Disco0unts
Open Every Da'
to M.I.T. Students
From 8:30 to 5:30
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officials pointed out that since
only half of the Coop members
were students, and. only a simple
the
of
The Board of Directors
Harvard Cooperative Society an- majority of these students present
nounced several proposed reforms at a meeting would suffice under
Wednesday evening, which they present regualtions to elect the
hope will "democratize" the Board, that, in fact, were this
situation to go unremedied, the
Coop.
Their approval will require a Coop would face the possibility of
"yes" vote from the members of 1/4% of its membership ilecting
the Coop, with at least 25% of the all of its Board of Directors. The
60,000 members voting. All mem- clearly undemocratic implications
bers will receive a ballot by mail. of this, coupled with memories of
Of foremost significance is a last year's attempted "Coop
By-Law revision which specifies coup" led the Board to propose
that as of Dec -1, 1969, five of the this change.
To further, democratize the
ten Coop stockholders will be
students, as will be eleven of the system, additional reforms are
twenty-two members of the Board planned. For instance, any stuof Directors. At present there are dent who desires to run openly
student stockholders and only for: the Board of Directors need
who were living in the house as no
only obtain 100 signatures of stustudents on the Board.
nine
summer boarders, and that this
revisions
the
dent members of the Coop, and
Additionally
had been the main reason for
the
an election would be held. The
would be aimed at eliminating
Flemings' closing the house.
provision that 5% of the names of the student stockholdWhen Flemings had the house current
membership can, by ers' nominees would be placed on
student
closed, a dispute erupted over his
at the stockholders the ballot with the names of any
up
showing
alleged right to do so. It was in
Board of student wishing to run,'and by
this dispute that all but seven meeting, elect the entire
Directors, thus defeating the nom- preferential ballot, eleven students
brothers left.
be elected to the Board.
inations of the stockholders. Coo0 would
.. . .
I _r~ .......................................
Additionally, the Coop announced a new charge account
system whereby, at a substantial
savings to the Society, the Harvard Trust Company will handle
charge billing for the Coop at a
NEXT TO SPECIAL ORDER BOOKS IN THE BOOK DEPARTMENT
2% charge to them. All purchases
Sunglasses, tailormade to your prescription- in the finest'of
charged at the Coop will henceBausch and Lomb and American optical lenses
Quality and Service isOur Byword-Patronage Refund
forth be payable to the Harvard
prescriptions are filled promptly-accurately.
By Harvey Baker

Tech Coop Optical

y Exchange

Harvard Communi

u
.i
3

Cooperative Society - reforms
may include students on board

rust Co., and subject to 11/2%

interest per month in the event of
late payment. The Coop will collect money on goods charged immediately from the Harvard Trust
and it ill be the bank's responsibility to collect from the students.
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In the MIT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Avenue
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Stop reading The flay They Did
100 Years Ago
You can do the same thing-even if
you're a relatively slow reader now. In
fact, if you don't at least triple your
reading ability, the course won't cost
you a thing.

These people have all taken a course
developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator.Andall of them have at
least tripled their reading speed with
equal or better comprehension.Most
have increased it even more. Some have
increased it 10, even 20 times.

100 years ago, people read the way
you're reading now.
Word by word. About 300 or so words
a minute.
And 100 years ago, that kind of reading
didn't cause any problems. You could
keep up with what was happening
pretty well.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.

Think for a moment what that means.

It's eight weeks long, 2/2 hours a week,
with classes held regularly in Boston
and suburbs.

All of them-even the slowest-can
now read an average novel in Jess than
two hours. They can read this ad in 15
seconds. They can read an eniire issue
of Time in 15 minutes.

But today, our knowledge is exploding
so fast that people who want to keep
ahead are actually falling behind.
There's simply too much to read. Too
much homework. To many books. Too
many reports and memos.
What's the solution-: Learn now to read
faster and better.

They don't skip or skim either. They
read every. single word. Nor do they
use machines. Instead, they let the
material they're reading determine how
fast they read.

You can do it, too. So far over
300,000 other people have done it.
People with different jobs, different
educations. Students, businessmen,
housewives.

And- mark this well -they actually
understand more and enjoy more than
when they read like you. That's right.
They remember more. They enjoy
more.

Shouldn't you find out more about it?
You can, simply by coming to a free
one-hour demonstration.
We'll show you a film. Explain the
course more fully. Answe- any questions you might have.
You'll be under no pressure to enroll.
If you don't want to,fine. But do
come. It could change your life.
For further information use the coupon below or phone KE 6-6380; In
Providence, 272-4830.

* In-plant classes are now being conducted on the premises of major businesses
and industries. For information call 536-6380.
* Attention Program Chairman. Free speakers available now. Interesting, informative.
Call 536-6380.
* Classes begin Monday, September 22 at the Cambridge Holiday Inn
from 7:00 p.m. until 9:30 p.m.

Evelyn Wood
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READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

BOSTON, MASSAe
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10 D0RRAICE STSUITE 644

ARLINGTON STREET--536-380
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BostonCollege meeting calls
dutel, for- October 15 3:30 rallv
.

looking at

Nitlart

Faculty and students from 11 rally with US Sen. George
What the office will do about it Other topics of high priority are
counselling,
informal'
education,
Boston
area colleges meeting at McGovern in Boston(Ed. note: Karen, Secretary-Generalof is still an -unanswered question.
the student body, served as student They are talking and thinking discipline,
and reseidence Boston College Sunday night
Prof. Loman of Harvard reportrepresentative to the faculty Commitquestions.
formed a Faculty-Student Coali-jed on the activities'of local and
tee on Academic Policy of which Dean more about what might be done.
"How do we identify and artic- tion for a Vietnam Moratorium in national faculty organizations inNyhart was Chainnan last year.) "lt Ras given us a base to talk with
others in the administration about ulate the educational value of Boston to facilitate end-the-war cluding MIT professors Luria and
Chomsky. He promised full sup-:
"Students , didn't wait, for this. It's not a new truth to the student activities? Where should activities onOctober.15. we
stay
out
Where
can
we
be
of
The coalition will sponsor port for. the student coalition.
-school to start to get active this, administration; many faculty and
year; nor did the administration. I administration' are concerned both support? Our role must be re- amass rally on BostonCommon at Rutgers, the University of Con'3:30 pm October 15 to demand necticut, the University of Penriwalked into an administration go- about the war and the detrimental sponsive," Nyhart concluded.
He finds the administration in immediate US withdrawal from sylvania, and possibly other
ing full swing., I wasn't parytcu- effects it has had on education
the Institute "one of the most Veitnam. It will also coordinate'schools will close October 15 in
larly focused on the job until I today." according to Nyhart.
was hit by it." These were Dean ' The understanding. Nyhart open and flexible" he can activities of various universities response to hisgroup's efforts.
Protracted debate arose over
Nyhart's reactions after, two evidences of the tone of the stn- imagine. "Their openness to and area-wide groups cooperating
change and getting problems in the October 15 actions. Greg the issue -of speaking privileges at
solved is impressive, very prag- 'Arenson '70 and Dalton Ship- VPA-sponsored events. IHurwitz
matic and problem oriented. They way, an ex BU grad student, will was extremely wary of dissension
are eager and willing to change." chair an arrangements meeting at breaking out over differing reaThe rapidity of change and the MIT this Tuesday.
son's for opposing the war, but a
pressure for it make the job
The BC meeting began with a majority of those present supportexciting and challenging for the ,statement by Ken Hurwitz of na- ed free speech.
Dean. Heviews his job as educa- tional Vietnam Peace Action in' MIT Vietnam Peace Action will
tional rather than administrative Washington. He stressed forma- hold an organizational meeting
because of its potential focus on tion of a broad coalition united in tonight at 7:30 on the fourth
the learning and growing content their opposition to the war, to floor of the Student Center. Interof life outside of the classroom.
force the Nixon Administration ested students should contact MIT
In the next few months he and to withdraw all American forces coordinatorWells Edqleman'70 at
his office "want to see as a group from Vietnam. The national or- 868-2134 or x3161, or Arenson at
where we are today and what the ganization will sponsor an indoor 876-5855 or x2731.
I
I
role of the Deans' office might r __
be." "Our role in informal education is more important today,"
Nyhart feels. "We might be able
to support wider concepts of
' * Jackets
* Jerseys
counselling, to help widen' student-faculty relationship at an
* Sweats
adult level."
These problems are not new
* Serving fraternities and
with the office. As Chairman'of
intramural teams
* T-shirts
CAP and co-sponsor of the Advisory Conference last spring,
Nyhart brings with him a familiarweeks in his new post as Dean for dents both from the conference' ity with the situation. On the CAP
After a successful encounter with the MIT community'last year,
and from talking informally with
Student Affairs.
we are once again offering a complete line of sports and athletic
he pushed for greater advisor-adviOn Wednesday, September 3, other students is typical of his see contact-'before the end of the
wear printed to your order.
Dean Nyhart and the rest of his working style. As a Professor in term when grades came out. The
staff focused for a day-long con- the Sloan School he spent eight Advisory Conference introduced
Co.
- I
I
ference. with about a dozen stu- years "trying to sensitize managed; hi --fofrially
:t
- t the Instfiite
dents on the role their office ment students to going on outside beyond the classroom.
:
i
of business, things that will affect
I
I r
could and should play.
him
and
that
he
himself
can
C.
W.
BEANE
What came out of that day? "It
TYPEWRITERS
put me and other people there affect."
His
work
on
the
Committee
on
SOLD-REPAIRED
more in tune with the concern cf
over the Vienam
ar Academic Policy was of a. similar I Mimeographing-Desk Lamps
students students
Vietnam War
and 'the breadth, depth and range nature. He tried carefully to get 1075 Mass. Ave.
876-0429
of this concern. We were impressed everyone's. view and to compreit
with the fact that no matter' hend
hend
it and
and was
was particularly
paiularly
491-9189
8 to 5:30
a t te n d a n t to the two sfudent
whatwhtother
other things
the
Deans
things the Deans'
KENDALL BARBER SHOP I
office works on, not to react to representatives.
"Fellini's episode makes 'Spirits of the Dead'
KENDALL BUILDING
Lo-oking
ways
involve
that in some way would be leaving
std
nsfor
t in
as to
oivoive
238
MAIIN
ST
a remarkable film! it is a beautiful piece; it
the center out
istudents in the Deans' office is'
out of the house.
house.of
high on the new Dean's agenda; MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
is Fellini at his best, dealing with the supernatural!"
-I
---3r r
-i
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By Karen Wattel

Be an. Athletic Supporter

.Rogard

-

VIVA FELLINI!

..

lleres
,(Continued-.from

Judith Crist-Today Show

QUICK BY"PHONE

:page. 41

ly-f(x)l can be quickly read

Many mothemoticol.forrmlotinns
ever the telephone,

,

all the benefits that this position

ITERATION ASSOCIATES con program such'formulations, run

.rncluding,, not insignifi-

themon its time-shoring terminals, and return desired solutions,

carries,

cantly, reduced rate postage.

"S PIRITS oF THE DEAD" STARTS TOMO R ROW!
6:00-. 8:00-10:00

nis6 over the telephone, within ONE hotJr. ($20 approximate bill-

,Finally ,the Coop might take a
lessson.from TWA- and sponsor 'aI:
give-away-to its employees/~-When , :

a patron is treated especially nicely by.an employee of the store, he i
drops his be her name in .a special

"Fellini is doing his own thing!' Wonderfully executed
scenes- Done in his most savage hallucinatory stylei"
Richard Schickel, Life

Scientific Problem computer Solutions

members choice. in this way, the
Coop might attain Status as a
non-profit organization, reaping

)
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"Atreat for every red-blooded voyeur...

ballot - box;.. and -those employees
t the
h custom-,l
t or It
lmost appreciated-..y
ers would be~given bonuses. With

capturing beautifully colored, explicit sex, in fancy Roman
pads fited with active swingers. The point here is passion
and it is presented in the nude with great frequency.
Camille has her flings in high style...
Miss Gaubert is all there- and candid, too!"
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this! as an incentive, perhaps all

the comments about the "bitchy
old. Coop ladies" would be a|thing
of thee·past.--
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.In summary, this column has
tried to provide a viablealterna-

H

Weiler. N. Y
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tive for the Coop to follow in the ..
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coming, years with a view. toward"
improving

,

Coop-student

relations, and increasing monetary
benefits for Coop customers.. For
ic the words of t'he Rules and
Regulations of the Coop, "The
object of the Harvard Cooperative I

Society is to. reduce the cost of

tarrtinR

Nino Castelnuovo
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living at MIT...t exists solely ,for
that purpose and endeavors to
afford special facilities for the
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faces

IPUUrP
By Carson Agnew
I-

You are coming to MIT in what will undoubtedly be thie
fastest-paced, most tumultuous year of the Institue's history. If you
want to be up to your ears in campus action, The Tech is the place for
you.

The Tech is MIT's only complete newspaper-many extra readers
are attracted by our entertainment and sports coverage. We don't
shrink from expressing opinions either-and when we do, we don't
disguise them as news coverage.'
The 2ech is als0 MIT's most frequently published news organ.
Moreover, it is the only campus newspaper to make a serious effort at
presenting a professional appearance-our columns are ight-just ied
by the most modern typesetting equipment on campus, and lour
headlines are set on the photo-typositor, the best headliner made.
Our most important asset, however, is our senior staff. We have the
largest 'senior staff of any paper, and each of them is intimately
acquainted with the institute. These are the people who make sure the
paper know's "where it's at," the people who will guide our freshmen.
If this appeals to you, W20-483 (fourth floor of the student center)
is where you can find us, or come to our booth at the Activities
Midway. Get plugged in to this year.
-
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one way or another.
Four recommendations

STEREO
RECORDS
ONLY

~o

The report made four shortrange recommendations. Three of
these called for the Labs to "energetically explore" new projects;
expand the educational iriteraction between Labs and campus;
and, reduce classification barriers
in the laboratories. The fourth
recommendation called for a
permanent committee to review
projects undertaken at the Labs
and decide -which are appropriate
for MIT to work on.
These recommendations, especially the one to appoint yet
another committee to study the
problem, did not satisfy either the
radical members of the Commission nor the SACC people themselves. And clearly' Katsiaficas,
who was apparently chosen to
represent the "moderates", here,
isn't buying the report either.
Because the final report is expected to do no mnore than clarify
further the recommendations contained -in the first, there -seems
little doubt thlat the'people who
want war research ended are already looki for other ways than the
Pounds Panel for doing it;
Militant action.
Mike Albert, UAP, has already
called for militant action to, end
war research on November.8; Just
what this acts
,n will .be is-nrot
clear. ar this point, except .that it
will include:
students, from., the
whole Boston area. Albert gives
the impression that.whatever-action is taken will be stronger in
nature than. that here last spring,
and that it will involve large numbers of people-at least 4000
according to one estimate.
By then, at any rate; the final
version of the Pounds Report will
have been produced, and reactions
to it in the administration should
be clear. It seems likely, however,
that this time opponents of war
research will settle for nothing less
than a moratorium on the work.
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3 RECORD
SET
Reg. $12.50
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:Coop Sale Price
.$2.69 2/$5.00

RECORD
Reg. $4.20
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S-36b6b
S-35936
S-36199
S-36169
SR-40049
S-35818
S-36312
S-35827
S-36313
S-36562
S-35821
S-36315
S-35666
S-36568
S-36287
S-35645
S-36413
S-36326
S-35822
S-36404
S-36537
S-35763
S-35918
S-36351
S-36449
S-36623
S-36434
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RECORD SET

1_

SCL-3716
SCL-3559
SCL-3730
SCL-3604
SCL-3702
SCL-3651
SCL-3615
SCL-3742
SCL-3714
SCL-3718
SCL-3734
SCL-3623
SCL-3653
SCL-3671

Aida (Verdi); Nilsson, Corelli
Barber of Seville, The (Rossini), Callas, Cobbi
Flying Dutchman, The (Wagner). Adam, Klemperer
Madame Butterfly (Puccini). De los Angeles, Bjoerling
Madame Butterfly (Puccini). Scotto, Bergonzi
Magic Flute, the (Mozart). Gedda, Klemperer
Norma (Bellini). Callas, Corelli
.
Otello (Verdi). McCracke n , Barbirolli
·
Prince Igor (Borodin). Christoff
Rigoletto (Verdi). MacNeil, Grist
Romeo and Juliet (Gounod). Coreli, Frenii
:
Traviata, La (Verdi). De los Angeles, Serafin
Trovatore,' II (Verdi). Corelli, Tucci
Turandot (Puccini). Nillsson, Corelli, Scotton

3 RECORD
SET
Reg. $13.60
SCLX-3650
SCLX-366 7

SAVE

$3.40
,-

Amico Fritz, L' (Mascagni). Freni, Pavarotti
Boheme, La (Puccini). Freni, Gedda
Cavalleria Rusticana (mascagni). De los Angeles, Corelli
Pagliacci (Leoncavallo). Corelli, Amara
Pearl Fishers, The (Bizet). Gedda, Micheau
Tosca (Puccini). Callas, Bergonzi

SCB-3743
SBL-3683

Callas - La Divina
Genius of Puccini, The (various)

SDL-3633
SDL-3605
SDL-3622
SDL-3608
1SDL-3563
SDL-3620

-

Coop Sale Price
$10.00
- SAVE $6.80

4 RECORD
SET
Reg. $16.80

SBL-3737
SBL-3643
SBL-3632
SBL 3618
SBL-3603
SBL-365 5

Coop Sale Price
$8.00
'SAVE, $5.60

Carmen (Bizet). Callas Gedda
Tales of Hoffmann, The (Offenbach). Gedda,
De Los Angeles, Schwartzkopf

-Coop ale Price
$5.00

Reg. $8.40

Coop Sale Price
$7.50
SAVE $5.10
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ifi

"

Aida (Verdi). Nilsson, Corelli
Barber ofSeville, The (Rossini). Callas, Gobbi
Boheme, La (Puccini). Freni, Gedda
Boris Godounov (Mussorgsky). Christoff
Boris Godounov (Mussorgsky). Petrov
Carmen (Bizet). De Los Angeles, Gedda
Carmen (Bizet). Callas, Gedda
Faust (Gounod). Gedda, De los Angeles
Lohengrin (Wagner). Thofhas; Kempe
Madame Butterfly (Puccini). Scotto, Bergonzi
Madame Butterfly (Puccini). De los Angeles, Bjoering
Magis Flute,- The (Mozart). Gedda; Klemperer
Norma (Bellini). Callas, Corelli
Prince Igor'(Borodin). Christoff
Romeo and Juliet (Gounod). Gedda, Carteri
Rosenkavalier, Der (R. Strauss). Schwarzkopf, Karajan
Tales of Hoffmann, The (Offenback). Gedda, De los Angeles,
Tosca (Puccini). Nilsson, Corelli. Scotto
1'raviata, La (Verdi). De Los Angeles, Serafin
Trovatore, II (Verdi). Corelli, Tucci
Turandot (Puccini). Nilsson, Corelli, Scotto
Callas - Verdi Heroines
Corelli - Operatic Arias
De los Angeles - Arias
Freni -Puccini Arias
Gedda - German Opera Arias
Schwarzkopf.- Arias

,,

1.

II _,

I
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Boris Godounov (Mussorgsky). Christoff, Lear
Don Giovanni (Mozart). WAechter, Schwartzkopf, Giulini
Faust (Gouiiod). Gedda, De Los Angeles
Marriage of Figaro, The (mozart). Waechter, S.-hwtzkopf,
Giulini
Rosenkavalier, Der (R. Strauss). Schw~artkopf, Karajan
Tannhauser (Wagner). Hopf, Fischer-Dieskau

APARTMENT FOR RENT
31 Bay State Rd., Boston
Ideal for 2 or 3 students
2nd floor, elevator
Kitcnen, large living room,
bath, bedroom with 3 beds

or.
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Mitre Corporation "a lie."
conclusions in general, but calling
Credibility of the final report
He signed the first report, he on MIT to "divest itself of all or
of tle Pounds Commission was explained, because he felt unani- part of these Laboratories during
called into question last week mity gave the greatest chance for the next few years."
when the only undergraduate on change. Now, he says, "I don't
Formed last spring
The Pounds Commission was
the panel announced that he- think as much has been done as I
would not sign the final docu- hoped could be done," and he called into being last spring folment. George Katsiaficas'70 told feels that little action will come of lowing demands by SACC for an
The Tech that he would be sub- the report. He has become con- end to war related research on
mitting a statement of his views as vinced that the gap between de- campus and in particular the two
an appendix to the report, but sired and actual conditions "is so so-called Special Laboratorieswould not sign it because "I don't great that moderate change is Instrumentation and Lincoln. The
22 panel members were drawn
think war research should be con- insufficient."
Katsiaficas' decision makes him from all areasof the MIT Commuducted at a university."
In particular, Katsiaficas feels the fifth panel member to dissent nity, chaired by Dean William
chat universities, by engaging in from the commission's findings. Pounds of the Sloan School of
war research, are not serving the' Noam Chomsky, Professor of Management. Broadly speaking,
true national interest. He cited Modem Languages and Linguis- the panel was to investigate the
urban problems and pollution as tics, and Jonathan Kabat of the Special Laboratories, their proareas where not enough research Science Action Coordinating jects, and the way the work at the
was being done. Also, he feels that Committee (SACC), wrote person- Laboratories affects the rest of
a technical university like MIT, by al statements which were included the Institute.
The first report of the Commisengaging in war work, inculcates a as appendices to the report stating
positive attitude toward war work their personal views. In addition, sion was released last June and
in its students. Katsiaficas called Edwin Gilliland, Professor of Che- listed several "long term objecThursday's statement that he was mical Engineering, and Marvin tives and implications" for the
refusing to sign because of Dean Sirbu G, presented an appendix Labs. It concluded that the InstiPounds' connection with the agreeing with the Commission's tute benefited from its relation___
_
_
___
ship with the Labs, and should
continue to support them. It felt
momumm
o
that, on the long term, the Labs
could evolve with the Institute in

AZB
~~O ~~~-Y
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(and they're all Angels, lover!)
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Call 266-6576
Ask for Julian James
or Steve Tharp
-I4le-ra
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Nevw urban course offered for undergraduates
I
-l/

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning is offering a
seminar-type course this term
dealing with Urban Issues.
Officially 11.10, Introduction to
City and Regional Planning, (the
Catalogue entry notwithstanding),
the course was designed and will
be taught by several graduate students in the department. According to Francis Ventre, one of the
grad student instructors, the
course is an effort to reach undergraduates.
Although Course XI is primarily

geared to graduate students, re- ted last May through which Because of. the nature of the the different methods and practicent awareness of urban problems ; undergraduate students expressed:course, enrolhnlment will belimited cal problemsin.analyzing problems
by undergraduate students has re- - their interest in a course and/or to 30. Interested students can ahd making. policy. Rather than a
suited in an increase in demand degree program in urban studies.- obtain more information from the: survey course, 1.10 will "stress
for courses dealing with these 11.10 is suggested as'an introduc- department headquarters, room discussion of critical issues" and
try to "illuminate the process by
issues. 11.10 is an aattmpt by tionfor those students interested 7-333,
is
urban problems are perin
UrbanIssues"
which
"Perspectives
in
particularly
studies,
urban
in
the Department both. to meet
and dealt with.
in:
analyzed,
ceimed,
students
to
involve
undergraduates and to develop view of the expected degree pro-eexpected
ideas for more subjects. Ventre gram.
"
"
- -- noted that one product of such L
interaction might be an undergraduate degreeinUrban Studies and I
Planning.
Many of the ideas for the course II
came from questionnaires circula- I

New Lewis-. Commission
in Octobr
mtay start
At a press conference last Tuesday MIT'-President Howard Johnson announced his satisfaction
with the work of the Planning
Committee for the Nature and
Purpose of an MIT Education.
The Committee was chaired by
Professor William Martin, Chairman of the Faculty. It met during
the month of July to plan for the
work of the new Lewis commission. Its report was issued to the
MIT community during the summer with an accompanying letter
by President Johnson.
Johnson announced that he has
received several letters of comment and that a few people had
written small papers expressing
their views on MIT education.
Johnson also stated that he.would
be sending out another letter soon
to solicit reaction and comments.
It is hoped that theappointment process will be completed so
that the--Commission can start its
work in-early OCctober. The appointment process is as follows:
Faculty and administration members will be nominated by the
MIT community. Graduate students will be nominated by the
---

,--

II

I

-

How can a dictionary
become a best-seller?

i
I
I

i
I
I

Graduate Student Council and by
letter. 'Undergraduate students
will be nominated by the nominations committee of the General
Assembly.
The commission is expected to
spend the first few weeks estab-

lishing the priorities of the issues
which it will examine. Professor
John Elliot, Metallurgy, said- that
the commission- would nee d to
have a conception of the Institute
before deciding-on the various
issues. The planning committeedeliberately avoided such a list of
priorities feeling that the commis-.
sion would Wave to establish its
own list.
After the priorities are established it is hoped that, according
to Jim Hester, G, "A series of task
forces looking into speific subset.
of problems" would be established. One of the questions raised
in committee meetings this summer -was exactly- what force the
recommnendations of these task
forces would havre-whether or not
the commission could rewrite the
recommendations of the task
groups.
r.-

I-

--

I

i

Up Madison-

When it's as completely new and revolutionary as theAmerican Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.'The first really changed college dictionary of
this century, it has over 4000 illustrations, including the
first photographs, paintings, arnd portraits in college.
dictionary history. It has a new format, a new approach
to definitions, understandable word histories, naes on
usage and synonyms, an appendix of Indo-European
word roots, 6000 literary quotations, 10,000 g>graphical and biographical entries and 200 maps. Over 100
English language advisors were consulted'
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COOP special price 6.70

regular price 8.9 5
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"PUTNEY
SWO PE"
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HARVARD SQUARE
M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
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TheTruth and Soul Movie
Starts September 24

Houghton Mifflin Company publicationdate: September 15, 1969
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USE YOUR MASTER CHARGE ORCAP CREDIT CARD AT THE COOP.

.PARIS CINEI\MA
Feature 2:25-4:20-6:1 5-8:10-10:05 P.M.
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phomores Wheeler will prove crucial
Ias MIT nine prepares foi r fall season

i

By Jay Zager.
Due to the strong showing of the first time in its history. Since
last spring's freshman baseball Boston University, defending GBL
team, sophomore coach Fran champs, lost 5 of their starters to
O'Brien, awaits the coming season graduation, MIT should play a
with a quiet optimism. For the contending role in the spring seathird straight year, MIT's varsity.son.
baseball team will engagq in a fall The fall practices are designed to
session which will feature eight give the coach a preview of this
home games on Briggs Field. It year's squad. Limited to upperstarts Tuesday against Boston Uni- classmen, with the exception of
one or two freshmen, it is the
versity.
The return of Bruce Wheeler, beginning of the quest for a startwho in his sophomore year. wa, ing position in the spring. Many of
the MVP in the Greater BRoston last yearyear's starters, back from
League, and the advancement of a team with a '5 -record, already
many fine players from the 11-2 realize that their jobs are in jeofreshman squad led Coach O'Brien pardy and the spirited competito believe that this year MIT tion should provide and exciting
could go over the .500 mark for fall season.
_I --

Iq

_e

IF WE ARE TO CHANGE THIS COUNTRY
LET US START NOW,i HERE IN CAMBRIDGE
BUT LET US DO SO WITH DIGNITY AND
COMPASSION, AND BUILD TOGETHER
RATHER THAN DESTROY.
I

i
L
I
I

I

Returning lettermen include cocaptain and first baseman Bobby
Gerber (the other co-captain is
Wheeler), catcher Moose Freyberg, infielders Johnny Compton
and Tom Pipal, -:nd outfielders
Bobby Dresser and Bill Prease.
The returning moundsmen are
juniors Pat Montgomery and Steve
Rock. And then there is Wheeler,
who plays shortstop when he is
not pitching.
Last year's freshman infield of
Steve Gass, Gary Sharpe,'Ken
.Wesshaar, and Joe Edward should
all be challenging for jobs, while
outfielders Dorm Camordella, Art
Kilmurray and Alan Dopfel will
do likewise. Catchers Dennis Biedzryski, Bruce Alborn, and Paul
Hendrickson are all competent receivers while freshman hurlers
Dopfel, Kilmurray. and Chuck
Halan should strengthen the pitching staff.
-This year's fall schedule includes
a weekend series with City College of New Yorkl a team that
took both ends of a double-header
against the Techmen last October.
Returning opponents inclued Boston University and Massachusetts
Bay Community College. A double-header against Sacred Heart
College of Connecticut is a new
addition to the schedule and
should give the stickmen some
to
tough competition.

Letters...
(Continued from page 4)

no voice in it from freshmen. MIT in
giving the IFC this privilege apparently
never considered this factor. I feel
before any further time elapses the IFC
must allow freshmen enfranchisement;
if not MIT should withdraw its privirege to decide living group policy.
(I have been wanting to write this
for about a year. However, an hour of
sitting in the IFC-Dormcon Clearinghouse caused me to write this in the
second hour that I was there. However,
not all blame must be placed on the
IFC as D)ormcon supposedly has a' say
over Rush Week.)
.Steve Schwartz '71
·TEP, MIT
Sept. 18, 1969
(Ed. note: The following letter was
sent to members of the -faculty to
explain the position of a faculty member whose speech to an alumni group
was interruptedby a group of students
led by UAP Mike Albert. The incident
is reported on page 10 of this issue of

.
The Tech.}
On the evening of Sunday, 7th
September, my wife and I were the
guests of the Alumni Association at a
dinner at which r'was honored to be
the invited speaker. My' topic was the
future role of nutritional research in
the expanding world of medicine. The
occasion took place in the Student
Center. The Chairman was Professor
Ruina; Deans Alberty and Sizer and
the staff of the Alumni Association
were present, as well as some 250
alumni and their wives and one or two
faculty members. Representatives of
the Class of '17 were conspicuous in
their red jackets.
During the cocktail hour preceding
the dinner, Dean Sizer told me that Mr.
Albert, President of the Undergraduate
Student Association, had just complained strongly to him that a cocktail
party was being held while there was a

war on, and, perhaps of more practical
importance, that the serving at the
dinner was to be done by outside
waitresses and not by students. Mr.
Albert predicted that there would be a
protest at the dinner.
The dinner itself proceeded without
interruption, and finished early enough
to allow me to start speaking at 7:45
instead of the scheduled 8:00 pm. At
exactly eight o'clock, when I was now
about half-way through my discourse,
the doors burst open and some fifteen
youths, including Mr. Albert, marched
in singing "Ho-Chi-Minh, Ho-Chi-Minh,
the N.L.F. is going to win,'! and.wound
their way in single file - round -the

tables, and back again to the Speaker's
platform. At the urging of the Chairman, I tried to continue, -but-this
proved to be a2n impossible' eixerise.
The alumni were obviously outraged,
and several of them rose from, their
seats and had to be separated from the
intruders. For the next fifteen minutes,
there were scattered arguments
'throughout the hall. I protested to the
students that -my topic was unrelated
to the war, but they dismissed it as
mere molecular biology. Then, as sud-

denly as they had come in, the group
marched out again. The 'Chairman
asked the alumtni if they wished the
talk to go on, which was unaminously
approved, and at the close of my
speech I was flattered to receive a
standing ovation. Afterwards, several

of the alumni talked in groups'to
students in the foyer of the Student.
Center. There were no further incidents.
I should like the Faculty to have
this factual record of student protest as
I saw it last Sunday night.
Hamish N. Munro
Dept of Nutrition and Food Science.

New idea in dining

i
i

seek federal funds
for city data bank

AUTHENTIC INDIAN DINNERS

'I

I
K

By Greg Bernhardt
MIT's Urban Systems Laboratory will help the city of
Cambridge vie for funds from the
federal government to build a
computerized information center
for the community.

243 Hampshire Street (Inma an Square), Cambridge, 354-0949
HOURS: 6-9 pm (Mon.-T rhurs.), 'tit 10 pm (Fri. and Sat.)
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BENEFIT ROCK CONCERT
LIGHT SHOW AND RALLY
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CANDIDATE 'FOR
CAMBRIDGE CITY COUNCIL
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B.A. (MATH) CORNELL '62
LL.B. HARVARD LAW '65
M.P.A. JFK SCHOOL '66
MGR., BOSTON TEA PARTY '67-'68
ASS'T PRODUCER, WBCN-FM '68
CO-OWNER, WOODROSE BALLROOM
(DEERFIELD, MASS.)
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BEGINS TOMMOROW. -

W. C. FIELDS FESTIVAL
"SIX OF A KIND"
"MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH"
"IF I HAD A MILLION"
"POPPY"

HARVARD SQ. THEATER
TUES. EVE., SEPT. 23
DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED
FOR INFORMATION: 868-3449
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UN 4-0426

*(Poster available-Truc Poster Gallery, 40 Brattle St., Cambridge)
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In an interview with The Tech,
Professor Ithiel Pool, Political Science, explained that over 250
cities are interested in the six
awards to be granted by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The recipients will
be selected on the basis of proposals submitted.
the
working
on
Also
Cambridge proposal are
Cambridge Computer Associates
and Arthur D. Little Inc. The
proposals must be in by October
30 and HUD will make its selections in December. Work on the
information service will begin in
the Spring if Cambridge wins one
of the grants.
Students needed
Interested students will also be
able to participate in the design
for the study and on the project
itself. Students in urban studies
and computer science are especially needed and the opportunity for
thesis students also exists. Those
who are interested should contact
Pool.
The information system will
centralize all data about traffic,
housing, population and internal
administration of Cambridge. Pool
explained that it is presently impossible to get statistics about
such things and that "nobody
knows what's going on."
As an example, Pool cited a
USL study last summer in which
Boston did not know how much
housing it really has. Another
example is the ten year housing
inspection cycle in Cambridgedespite the incredible amount of
paperwork and filing involved, no
one could truthfully answer
whether housing is improving or
deteriorating on the average.
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MIT, local Council
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Wilson sparkles -in national MIT oarsmen- display power at. Henley
distance running . competition

but succumb to Penn boat in semifinals

By Don Arkin
The Tech lightweight varsity
..'.-:.-..
. "':.. :. .- . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~· ·
eight made a respectable showing
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.
in their first international competition since 1962 last spring
when they finished in the top four
of twenty-fihi crews at Henley-onthe-Thames, England in the Royal Henley Regatta.
Faced with stiff competition
from' US crews as well as foreign
ones, the lightweights made it
through four days of eliminations
to reach the semi-finals before
fin'ally being defeated by the University of Pennsylvania heavyweight freshmen;- That same
morning, Henley's defending
champions, Britain's Leander Boat
Club defeated the Harvard lightweights in the other semi-final
heat. That afternoon Leander suc- Two lightweight shells prep for the battle at Henley by going through
cessfully defended its champion- a work-out on the Charles. The lights reached the semi-finals in
ship by defeating Penn thus re- England
Photo by George Flynn
taining possession of the Thames,
Cup.
In a side event of the regatta,
Paul Sullivan '71 and Joe Boddiford '71 participated successfully
By Dave McComb
in the spare pairs race until they
ated by losing its opening matches
In mid-June, MIT's top dinghi) Ywith the Pacific Northwest and
lost to the Harvard spares in -the
finals.
crews journeyed to Bellingham , Midwest Sailing Associations.
Crew enthusiasts are convinced Washington, only thirty, miless On their own against the eleven
that this year's regatta will be from the Canadian border, to sail other schools in the Morse, Milliremembered as one of the finest. in two North American champion - gan and McComb fared better.
A .record breaking number of ship -events. Last . year, newly-- Millhgan started off well, although
boats (210) participated in- the elected co-captains Dave McComb bMcComb finished near the end of
week of racing. Of these, 167 ac- and Steve Milligan led the MITFthe pack in the first two contests.
tually- qualified for a shot at the team to one of the most success - As the wind freshened, however,
Cup. There were 46 non-British ful seasons in recent years, climax-- McComb -surged to a second and
332 MASSACHUSETTS AVE. CAMBRIDGE
boats in the event (also a record). ed by a second place showing ini first place finish at the end of the
Located next to Seumour Chevrolet
Ninteen of these were from the the extremely tough New England dfay,
a while Milligan maintained his
US.
Dinghy Championships. As thee consistancy, leaving MIT in third
DIANA and MARILYN AT YOUR SERVICE
This year for the first time -a -top two teams in that champion- - place, seven points off the pace.
ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS HERE
seeding system was used in an ship event earn the right to repre.a
Tech' in top four
.-.
:
i the Woo6d i Atone point on the next to
aitfempt to prevent 'ietbe;tboats sent --Ne', Eni:glnd
from eliminating -each other be- and Morse Tiopliies, emblematic c last day, MIT led, and maintaijaed
Also razor cutting and beard trimming
m
fore the finals. MIT -as well as of the North American Team a her position amoung the top four m
Harvard, Leander, and Penn were Race and. Dinghy Championships; ,teams throughout the day. MilliFOR APPOINTMENT, PHONE 864-5288
seeded in the top five of the the- close of school.
gan was unfortunately disqualified
OPEnT SATURDAYS
Thames C-hallenge'. Cup
With the skiing season in fullI at the end of that day following a
competitors. This event was made swing on sn6w-capped Mountt ruling that the Tech team felt
I s19 - ---- -- Ill
---- . on
-even more interesting to enthusi- Baker. only thirty-five miles away, was extremely questionable. In
lasts by the prospect of having the first two' days of sailing never-. the final races, Milligan shifted Ii
MIT and Harvard lights meeting;theless were almost without wind. .crews from Dick Smith to hefty
again, perhaps in a.duel for the,And for the crews that spentt Pete Nesbeda, and found the high i
Thames' Cup Although both had nearly twelve hours on the water rwinds much easier to handle than
iIr
Send any black & white or color won the Cup previously, they had those days; the 90-degree heat and
did many of his competitors.
never been entered in the same high humidity was pure agony.
photo up to 8" x 10" (no negaNavy triumphs
tives) and the name "Swingline' Henley regatta. together.
The subsequent three days of sailNevertheless, after some more It
ing, however, were dominated by questionable rulings which
cut from any)Swingline stapler oi
Relax
aind
Diverf
very high winds which specialized dropped MIT one position in the
staple refill package to: Posterin cutting loose rafts of seaweed standings, and other teams as
Mart; P.O. Box 165, Woodside,
that floated through the bay.
N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
much as two places, MIT closed
NE team elhninatated
check or money order (no
the
regatta in sixth place, behind
590 Commonwealth Ave.
Coast Guard's Tom Bernard Nfty, Coast Guard, Tulane, USC,
C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.0C (Opposite B. U. Towers
and .Jeff Cotter teamed with
for each blow-up; $4.00 for
and winner San Diego State. In
Milligan and McComb to form this event, though,sixth was a very
blow-up and frame as shown.
New England's team for the honorable placing, and as all but
Add sales tax where applicable.
Wood. All four skippers found the 'Smith are returning for the
Original material returned
14-foot C-Lark sloops difficult to 1969-70 season, prospects have
"Great for a
undamaged. Satisfaction
sail in these conditions, and-New rarely looked brighter.
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
Date"
I England was unexpectedly elimin-

-By Ray Kwasnick

At Rutgers, Wilson jetted out
to a 10 yard lead in the first lap.
Senior Ben Wilson continued However, he slipped in the water
his spectacular long distance run- jump. The second and third running over the summer with tre- ners capitalized on Wilson's mismendous showings against region- take and rushed past him. Wilson
al and national competition. Wil- regained his poise and fought the
son copped the New England -leader, Tom Donnelly of VillanoIC4A's steeplechase crowp in, a va, for two and a.half laps before
record-breaking jaunt along with E fading to a third place finish.
second in the three-mile. At Rut.
In the nationals which were
gers in the national version of the held in Ashland, Ohio, the Tech
IC4A's he followed with a third in speedster maintained an edge for
the steeplechase. Two weeks later three laps over the second place
in the National College division runner, Gary Tuttle. of Humbolt
championships he smashed re- State. However, Tuttle was too
cords in .the 3,000 yard steeple- strong and pulled away for the
chase and the three-mile, but he victory in' 8:52.0. Wilson's second
had to settle for second and place time of 9:08.7 broke the old
meet mark. An hour and a half
fourth respectively.
Wilson was granted the pole later Wilson' stepped out onto the
position in all three steeplechase track to run the three mile. His
races which enabled him to spurt 14:09.4 also cracked the existing
out to early leads, but the results meet record, 'but three other
varied. In the New "England trackmen had better times that
IC4A's he opened up a twenty day.
In the NE IC4A's three mile,
yard margin by the end of the
first two laps and only had- to Wilson again running for a second
withstand a weak challenge from time after competing in the steeUMass' Charlie Long to win going plechase battled Art Dulong of
away. Wilson's time of 8:5 1.8 set Holy Cross throughout the race,
but Dulong copped the victory.
a new mark.
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Sailors capture sixth place in
North American crown races

. iana's
Barber Shop
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THE GREAT SWINGLINE CUB
.
DESK STAPLER A real heavy-weight withI
a compact build. ONLY $1.69.
With 1000 staples, $1.98.

HAND'STAPLER Designed to fit
the palm. Portable.ONLY $1.69.
With 1000 staples, $1.98.

-- 32-00
~ b

ONLY 98

with 1000 FREE staples!
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FRENCH
SPANISH
GERMAN
ITALIAN

The world's largest selling stapler yet no larger than a

($7.95 value)

m

I

TOT STAPLER

($4.95 value)

THE GREAT NEW SWINGLINE

-

Regular Courses October 6
Intensive Courses October 13

Black and White -

- 2ft. x3ft.
Poster only $2
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